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Be~~g c~p~t _ . 
CtiUse~- lid in Stoke fire 
By Arthur ·1it;;~nJ L \ c:--0 JI!. filled room 253 with a fire ex-
I 
I 
Fire fighter ( upper right hand window) inspects the 
d~mage in Stoke Hall after Tuesday's fire. 
Mattress -, ~... mg tinguisher checking to see that no 
materials ignited by a aseboard one was trapped or injured in-
heater have been determined as side. 
lthe probable cause of a room fire "The fire department was 
-that occurred Tuesday on the there immediately," Alberts 
.second floor of Stoke Hall, accor- said. 
;ding to Lieutenant Donald Bliss When the fire department 
of the Durham-UNH Fire Depart- 'arrived there was a dense con-
ment. centration of heavy, dark brown, 
· "The bed was too close to the ,acrid smoke, according to Gene 
!baseboard heaters and the ther- ·Franceware of University 
mostat was turned up too high," -relations. 
, Bliss said. A second alarm sounded at 1: 47 
_ The smoldering two-alarm fire 
:was under control within minutes 
due to the quick action of local 
firefighters. The Durham-UNH 
fire department was assisted by 
. both Dover and Newmarket. 
Firefighters were recalled some 
90 minutes after the first alarm 
sounded, according to Dover fire 
officials. 
Stoke Assistant Head Resident 
Mike Alberts responded to the 
fire first, pulling a fire alarm at 
·1:43 p.m. After phoning the 
police, Alberts entered the sm~ke _ 
p.m. summoning engine com-
panies from Dover and 
·Newmarket to the scene. 
Fire damage was estimated as 
moderate and was limited to the 
second floor room. However, 
Bliss said smoke rose up to the 
eighth floor rapidly. 
"One problem we encountered 
was that stairwell doors were 
either propped open or open 
because of malicious damage. 
That is why smoke spread to the 
upper floors,'' said Bliss. 
The eight floor, 600 student 
dormitory was evacuated by the 
residential life staff to Stillings 
dining hall where a roll call was 
taken. 
Alberts and students Kurt 
Hastings, Joseph Porreca, and 
Steve Gaumer were transported 
by ambulance to Wentworth-
Douglass Hospital for smoke 
inhalation. They were released 
immediately, according to a 
Hood House spokesman. 
The two residents of room 253, 
Kris Klein and Jim Giallombardo 
were not in the room at the time 
of the fire. 
Fire damage was confined to 
the area around the bed, in-
cluding the mattress, bed 
materials, some clothes under 
the bed and a wall poster, accor-
ding to Giallombardo. 
The room is scheduled to be 
rebuilt within two weeks when 
the occupants are expected to 
move back in. In the meantime, 
Klein and Giallombardo ::irP 
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UNH Senate approveE1 
mid-cOurse evaluation 
• Fire Safety Seminar 
is first in the nation 
By Sue Hertz 
Mid-semester course assess-
ments will be available to students 
next semester ifter Academic 
Senate action last Monday. 
The Senate passed i he motion 
to institu• ~ the assessments on a 
one-year trial basis by a close 
voice vote. 
The evaluations will be 
available to students from in-
structors in class or from depart-
mental offices. Students . must 
c-omplete the assessments by the 
end of the seventh week 01 me 
semester. No class time will be 
used for completion of 
-assessments. 
According to Student Vice-
President for Academic Affairs 
Ken Cossingham, the objective 
behind the motion was art in-
crease in professor-student 
communication to give students 
input ·early enough in the course 
to make chang~s_possible. 
The motion was proposed to the 
Academic Senate last semester 
by rormer Student · Body · 
Presidnt Jim O'Neill. The 
proposa, was twice referred to 
the 11.cc. demic Standards Com-
mittee f1 ,r discussion. 
Professor Daniel Smith, the 
chairman of the academic stan- . 
dards committee said, "The mid-
course assessment could raise 
student morale since the students 
will have more say in their cour-
ses. It (mid-course assessment) 
1~ u10rc uocful th~n thp 
evaluation given at the end of the 
semester for it can affect the 
course in a positive way before 
the end of the semester." 
Political Science professor 
George · Romoser said, i'In 
previous years faculty and ad-
ministration have made efforts to 
undertake things on behalf of the 
students. Now there is the danger 
of going i~ the opposite direction 
Ken Cossingham 
and dumping on the students if 
we don't pass.this motion." 
Speaking against the proposal 
was Professor of the Arts Margot 
Clark. She said, ''I polled the 
department of the arts and 
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Durham town residents approve 
$2.4 million waste disposal plant 
By Matt Vita 
Durham residents have ap-
proved construction plans for a 
$2.4 million solid waste disposal 
and energy recovery facility _ 
pending similar approval by area 
towns that will also share the 
costs of building the plant. 
In the town's ann_!Jal meeting 
Wednesday · night, Durham 
residents authorized the Board of 
Selectmen to enter into a joint 
agreement with 11 other towns 
for building and using the plant, 
which would: be )milt in Durham 
behind the UNH heating plant. 
Residents of Madbury and Bar-
rington have also appr~ed the 
plan in their town meetings, ac-
cording to Durham Selectman 
James-Chamberlin. 
Should not enough towns ap-
prove the construction, however-, 
Durham residents passed a back-
up plan authorizing the 
renovation of the existing 
Durham-UNH incinerator on 
Durham Poinf Road, which now 
violates federal and state air 
quality standards. 
This plan depends not so much 
on the nu.mber of towns which 
decide to enter into the agree-
ment, but more on the total 
amount of solid waste which can 
be collected,_ accor(!ing to 
Chamberlin. 
Regardless of which project 
Durham eventually adopts, it will 
· be over two years before con-
struction of either the new fa-
cility or renovation of the 
· existing one will be _ completed 
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First Panama Canal treaty is approved 
The United States Senate approved the first of two Panama Canal treaties yesterday by a vote 
of 68 to 32, just one more than the two-thirds required by the Constitution for ratification, accor-
ding to Associated Press. , 
The treaty guarantees the future neutrality of the canal, which will remain open to all ship-
ping after Jan. 1 of the year 2000. Panama would then assume control of the waterway. 
Both New Hampshire Senators John Durkin and Thomas McIntyre voted in favor of the first 
treaty yesterday afternoon. Their votes came despite a vocal effort by New Hampshire conser-
vatives, led by Gov. Meldrim Thomson, to reject the treaties. Thomson has hinted that a "Yes" 
vote by McIntyre might prompt him to challenge the Democratic senator. Thomson is holding a 
news conference this morning at the statehouse on the subject. 
The second of the Panama treaties is the one which would turn the canal· over to Panama. It 
will be taken up next month. Several senators said their votes on the first treaty may not ·be 
cast the same for the second tre_aty. 
By Arthur Illman 
A first-in-the-nation campus 
Fire Safety Seminar was held 
Monday at the ·Elliot Alumni 
Center and was sponsored by the 
Durham-UNH Fire Department 
and the New Hampshire College 
and University C.ouncil. 
Over 100 fire chiefs, fire-
fighters, and representatives 
from New England colleges and 
fire departments attended the 
eight hour workshop. 
''The emphasis of the seminar 
was to approach campus firf 
safety as a :spt:dc1Hy," :,aid UNH 
Durham Fire Lieutenant Donak 
Bliss, who coordinated the sem-
inar. The sessions were primarily 
geared to New Hampshire 
colleges, but fire personnel from 
as far away as Maryland and 
New Jersey were there. 
''The purpose of the seminar 
was to pass on information we 
have gathered over the last five 
years concerning our fire safety 
program. We've had a lot of 
problems along the way to get 
where we are," Bliss said. 
The morning program featured 
an audio-visual reconstruction of 
the Providence College dormitory 
fire last December in which nine 
coeds died. Fire Marshal Thomas · 
Doyle and Lieutenant John 




slide program from the scene of 
the fire to augment the discussion. 
According to William Ev~ns, 
UNH's assistant director of resi-
dential life, "the Providence fire 
set the spark for the seminar, 
but it had been in the planning 
stages for some time." 
Doyle said the Providence fire 
started in the closet of a room 
housing thr~ coeds. The women 
-INSIDE 
were awakened by smoke and, 
according to the testimony of the 
one surviving student, believed 
the fire was in the corridor . They 
saw a glow under their door 
which was actually a light illu-
minating a nativity scene decora-
ting the hall. They "then put 
towels under the door and waited 
to be rescued. When they opened 
the closet to get their coats they 
discovered the fire, " Doyle said. 
Two of the women jumped four 
stories to their deaths only 
moments before a ladder truck 
arrived at the scene to rescue 
them. The third woman was 
rescued by the ladder company. 
The final report is not com-
plete and Doyle was unable to 
comment further . 
The seminar sessions offered 
alternative methods in fire pre-. 
vention aimed to help avoid 
catastrophes such as the Provi-
dence fire. 
One meeting stressed the im-
portance of cooperation between 
all segments of the University 
system--administration, residen-
tial life, student affairs, physical 
plant, the safety department, and 
the security department. 
"Within the cooperative effort.. 
is a cooperative responsibility 
between both the public fire 
service and the college or univer-
sity," said UNH-Durham Fire 
Chief Jonathan Greenawalt. 
David Bianco, the director of 
residential life, stressed the im-
portance of cooperation and com-
munication between fire services, 
residential life, and students. 
''Fire prevention is an ongoing 
process, an ongoing proposition. 
Students have to see the intrinsic 
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Wrap-up 
The UNH hockey 
team battled against 
the odds all season 
long but it wasn't un-
til the quarter-finals 
o.f the ECAC play-offs 
that its luck ran out. 
See the season wrap-
up on page 24. 
PAGE TWO 
News Briefs 
Ad firm protested 
An out-of-state ad contract is under protest by the Ad Club of 
New Hampshire. The club is appealing to Gov. Meldrim Thomson 
and the Executive Council to reject the proposed contract with a 
Boston ad firm to promote the Granite State. 
The $225,000 contract to Ingalls Associates Inc. of Boston has 1 
the backing of Commr. George Gilman of the Department of 
Resources and Economic Development, according to a Boston 
Globe report. 
"It seems extremely inappropriate that the state should use 
out-of-state agents to promote in-state travel and tourism," ac-
cording to the president of Allyn Associates in Manchester Alfred 
Francouer. 
Canoeist feared drowned 
Former UNH student Timothy Black, 22, of Contoocook NH, 
and his canoeing companion, Peter Macridis, 25, of Belmont, 
Mass., are feared drowned in the Columbia River near Steven-
son, Washington, according to sheriff's deputies in the area. 
According to the Boston Globe the two canoeists had planned a 
cross-country canoeing trip that was to have taken them 3,000 
miles from Oregon to Maine. 
The search for the men continues on foot arid is being aided by a 
U.S. Army helicopter. Pieces of equipment and clothing from the 
canoe have been found. according to officials. 
Black, a communications major, graduated from UNH in 1977. 
Vermonters vote to decriminalize 
A Vermont survey, distributed at town meetings across the 
state, has indicated that a majority of Vermonters believe that 
possession of small amounts of marijuana should be 
decriminalized. 
The survey results show 70 percent favor decriminalization, 25 
percent are opposed and five percent are undecided. The results 
are based on 1800 questionnaires passed out on Annual Town 
Meeting Day and compiled by Sen. William Doyle (R-
W ashington). 
Out-of-state hill continued 
Hearings are still being held on a bill before the State House of 
Representatives which would authorize the legislature to limit 
out-of-state enrollment to 25 per cent at UNH. 
According to State Rep. Leo Lessard (D-Dover), education 
subcommittee hearings were continued from March 8 to allow 
State Senator D. Alan Rock, a University truste~to testify before 
th~ committee. Rock would not comment on his stand on the bill. 
The subcommittee has alreaay votell fvw to one agaim:t thP 
bill. Lessard said it would cost two million dollars to reduce out-
of-state admissions to 25 per cent. He said this increase would 
have to come out in a rise in instate tuition as the state does not 
have the funds to subsidize the loss. -
Lessard also stressed that nc1 qualified student is ever denied 
admittance to a campus in New l-:ampshire. 
Women arrested in raid 
Three women were arrested and charged with prostitution 
Wednesday night after Rockingham County sheriff's deputies 
raided three massage parlors, according to AssoG,iated Press. 
Rockingham County attorney Carlton Eldridge said the raids 
were maae on Caesar's Palace Massage Parfors in Seabrook, 
Derry and Salem at about 7 p.m. 
The three women were arrested at the Seabrook parlor. 
Eldridge said he is seeking injunctions to close all three parlors 
because contending prostitution has been going on at all of them. 
He said the raids were the result of more than a month's in-
vestigation by the Rockingham County Sheriff's Department. 
Hood House parking eyed 
All illegally parked vehicles will be towed from the Hood 
House parking lot effective immediately, because they are 
limiting access for fire and ambulance emergency apparatus. 
The policy was accepted by the University Parking and 
Traffic Committee on March 1 after it became apparent that 
a hazardous situation existed in the Hood House lot. 
The policy will be strictly enforced, committee members 
said. 
Unfair · labor practice dismissed 
All unfair labor practice charges filed against the University 
of New Hampshire by the State Employees Association (SEA) 
have been dismissed by the New Hampshire Public Employee 
Labor Relations Board. 
The board met in Concord on March 1, and dismissed 
allegations that the University "coerced" operating staff 
members into voting against union representation and that · 
administration officials· had threatened employees with loss of 
merit raises if they voted to accept a collective bargaining 
agent. That election was held on the UNH campus May 20, 
1977. 
SEA's charges were ruled "untimely," by the board, as they 
were filed months after the election. The labor board's rules 
require filing within five days. 
SEA's immediate appeal for a rehearing of that decision 
was rejected by the board. · 
The weather 
The National Weather · Service predicts that the snow will 
end today with accumulation of three inches. Temperatures 
today will be in the low 20's. 
The weather will clear tonight with temperatures in the teens, 
and sunny skies are predicted for tomorrow with highs near 
30 degrees. · · 
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University Trustees 
change position titles 
By Sue Hertz 
The University System Board 
of Trustees voted to change the 
titles of four administrative 
officers at UNH at its meeting 
at Plymouth State College Wed-
nesday. 
Vice Provost for Academic 
Affairs David Ellis, Vice Provost 
for Budget and Administration 
Allan Prince. and Vice Provost 
for Student Affairs Richard 
Stevens have been named vice 
presidents · in their respective 
positions. Director of Admissions 
at UNH Eugene Savage has been 
named Dean of Admissions. 
UNH President Eugene Mills 
said Savage's title change is 
"recognitio_n of the extraordinar-
ily high quality of his (Savage's) 
work in the adrmss1ons area, and 
some expansion of his responsi-
bilities which include helping me 
and other officers of the Univer-
sity in our outreach efforts in 
the state and the region." 
According to Mills, the title 
changes from vice provost to 
vice president do not reflect 
changes in responsibility or sal-
ary. The title changes are a 
reflection of other title changes 
having occurred in the past few 
years, he said. 
Prior to 1974 UNH had both 
a president and a provost. In 
1974 the New Hampshire Legis- ~ 
lature created the position of 
chancellor of the University 
System and eliminated the posi-
tion of provost. Bruce Poulton 
was selected as Chancellor and 
Mills was selected as President 
ofUNH. 
According to a press N1ease 
Mills said, "I am pleased that 
the action of the board at this 
time ellminates the anomaly in 
titles that have existed since 1974. 
At the time that I became presi-
dent, and with the elimination 
of the provost position, I indi-
cated that I wished to continue 
our ba~ic organization, but that 
I thought it would be appropriate 
at a later time to make Lme 
Uavid EUis 
changes consistent with that of 
the chief executive's title." 
In other business, the trustees 
adopted a set of 1978 priorities 
which will continue the long 
range planning of the board. 
Goals set by the trustees which 
were released after the meeting 
include: 
--Reviewing educational pro-
TRUSTEES, page 20 
Career and vocational studies 
are new trend with freshmen 
By Sue Hertz 
'Ole trend in courses of study for 
incoming UNH freshmen is 
swinging towards career and 
vocational areas and away from 
liberal ar:ts, according to UNH 
Dean 01 Admissions Eugene 
Savage. 
"In the past five years, UNH 
freshman ~pplicants have shown 
tremendous interest in business 
administration, the physical 
sciences, engineering and health 
studies," Savage said. "The 
students hope that these specific 
areas of study w1H enhance their 
chances of employment.'' 
According to Savage, there 
were 900 more candidates in 1977 
thari in 1973 but 350 fewer ap-
plicants for the liberal arts 
program. On the contrary, 
business administration attrac-
ted 224 more applicants in 1977 
than in 1973. 
The College of Engineering and 
Physical Science received 115 
more applicants, Life Science 
and Agriculture attracted 369 
more applicants, Nursing had 81 . 
more applicants and the Oc-
cupational Therapy department 
received 74 more applicants in 
1977 than in 1973. 
Savage attributes the trend to 
"the general movement 
sweeping the country towards 
careers and employment. Eight 
years ago the big thing among 
college seniors was to take a few 
Eugene Savage 
years off before finding a 
career," he said. 
Savage also credited the trend 
to the shift of women moving into 
formerly male-oriented fields. 
According to Savage, in 1973 
· only 45 women applied as 
prospective business ad-
ministration majors. In 1977, 195 
women applied. Engineering and 
Physical Science received 208 
women applicants in 1977 as op-
Posed to 144 in 1973. The College 
of Life Science and Agriculture 
Hugh Gallen believes 
he can heat Thomson 
By Jayne Sears 
Claiming that he believes he 
can beat Gov. Meldrim 
Thomson in next fall's guber-
natorial election, Hugh Gallen in-
cluded Durham yesterday on his · 
campaign trail for the 
Democratic nomination. 
Gallen has attempted to win the 
Democratic nomination twice 
before, but has never been able to 
secureit. 
The Littleton car dealer said he 
expected to win the nominationi 
this time because his campaign is 
more organized. . 
He said the support of Harry 
Spanos and Richard Leonard, 
who both defeated him in his 
previous attempts for the 
nomination, will also help him 
this time around. 
"Hopefully, there will not be a 
third candidate," said Gallen. 
"That's what hurt me before. 
When there are three in a race, 
the votes tend to spin off from 
me." · 
Gallen said he thought he could 
def eat the only other candidate 
for the nomination, Delbert: 
Downing of Salem, because · 
people would recognize Gallen's 
name from his previous attempts . . 
li-auen added, "I'm running 
against Thomson, not a fell ow 
Democrat." 
He said he felt Thomson could 
be defeated in this election 
because "people will be making a 
decision on where we ( the can-
didates) stand on pocketbook 
issues." 
Gallen used the Contruction 
Work in Progress (CWIP) at the 
Seabrook nuclear power plant as 
one of the major issues he and 
Thomson disaJ?reed uoon. · 
''The governor supPQrts CWIP. 
ff surprises me that anyone can 
make mat aec1s10n wnen no one 
can project the cost to the con-
sumer," said Gallen. 
"When I'm governor, I'm going 
~o ~ork to make GWIP illegal. It 
1s m most states. Other states 
may have some form of CWIP if 
the J?la!}t is 75 per cent complete 
or w1thm one year of completion--
but not six to eight years," said 
Gallen. 
"I think the management-'and 
attracted 272 more female ap-
plicants in 1977 then in 1973. As a 
result of the increased interest in 
these fields, liberal arts suffered 
a decrease of 2087 women ap-
plicants in 1973 to 2021 women 
applicants in 1977. 
D~an . of the College of 
. Engineenng and Physical Science 
Ric~ard Davis said, "We have . 
an mcrease rate of 15 per cent in 
the number of freshmen in our 
department. In 1973-74 there were 
280 freshmen in our program. 
Last year we had 440 freshmen. 
"One of the major reasons 
behind the increased interest in 
engineering and the physical 
sciences is the job market,'' he 
said. "The typical student in the 
department has two or three job 
offers when he or she graduates.'' 
Davis added that the students 
are more interested in technology 
because of the growing concern 
for energy and the environment. 
"Students realize we need to 
develop new technology to deal 
with the current energy and en-
vironmental prolJlems. As a 
result this coll~e is booming," 
hesaid. . . 
· According to Dean of the Whit-
temore School Charles Warden, 
the feeling in the country in the 
past decade has been towards 
business due to "the falling 
salaries in teaching and the 
rising salaries in business.'' 




stockholders (in the Seabrook 
plant) must assume some of the 
economic risk,'' said Gallen. 
Gallen said he thought there 
would be additional energy needs· 
in the state in the future and 
hydro and solar sources should be 
_ looked into as possible solutions. 
Like Thomson, Gallen has said 
he would veto any sales or in-
come tax but unlike T_l_:!omson, he 
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NH Public Service Co. 
sues Dover for $4,000 
By Rosalie H. Davis 
The Public Service Company of 
New Hampshire is s11ing the city 
of Dover for $4,000 for 
withholding the 17 percent in-
- crease in electricity costs for the 
month of February, according to 
Gordon McKinney, news services 
manager for the PSC. 
" The rate increase was legally 
and properly established," 
McKinney said yesterday. "It's 
very difficult to understand why 
people say that it is illegal." 
Granite State Alliance's 
"Campaign to Stop the Rate 
Hike" member Jeff Brum·er said, 
"The PSC timed their annmmce-
menf ·to· sue Dover to coincide 
with town meetings." 
UNH's Students Against 
Nuclear Energy member David 
Hills agreed. "Many towns have 
articles in their warrants to vote 
on whether or not to pay the in-
crease. I think PSC figures 
they're going to scare off towns. 
"The PSC want to have a 
, showdown, a power play before 
town meetings," Hills said. 
The increase, which went into 
effect Dec. 3 of last year is billed 
under a repayment bond and has 
not been approved by the Public 
Utilities Commission (PUC), ac-
cording to McKinney. 
''If the final decision of the 
PUC does not allow a full in-
crease, the money would be 
refunded with interest to the con-
sumers. The city of Dover would 
be fully protected,'' said McKin-
ney. 
:other towns that have voted to 
withhold the rate increase have 
not been sued, according to 
Dover PSC District Staff 
Assistant Ray Bennett. "Dover is 
being sued because it is the only 
town that has actually withheld 
the increase,'' Bennett said. 
.Rochester, Somersworth, 
Franklin, and Berlin also voted to 
withhold the increase, according 
to Clamshell Alliance member 
u;.-J, l-:f:ong. _ 
The town of Seabrook voted 
Tuesday to send a me'5sage to the 
general court opposing Construc-
tion Work in Progress Loans 
( CWIP) used to finance the con-
struction -of the pr~posed nuclear 
powe~lolant there, according fo 
Town Deputy Bonnie Fowler. 
Portsmouth voted to pay the 
proposed increase under protest, 
and to support a bill in the New 
Hampshire legislature which would 
outlaw CWIP Monday night, ac-
cording to the Associated Press. · 
The town of Durham has an 
item on its warrant to send a let-
ter of protest to the general court 
opposing CWIP, according to _ 
Town Bookkeeper Meridel Mc-
Ca be. 
Seabrook also voted that it was 
opposed to supplying water for 
the plant. 
The Dover City Council voted to -
withhold the rate increase 
because it will generate l7 
million to pay for Construction 
Work in Progress (CWIP) loans, 
used to finance construction of 
the Seabrook Nuclear Power 
Plant, which New Hampshire law 
defines as being illegal, accor-
ding to Dover Mayor Jack 
Buckley. 
The law, RSA:378 27, states 
that temporary rates involving a 
public utility yield a reasonable 
return only on used and useful 
property. 
"We had hoped that cities 
would follow proper procedures,'' 
McKinney said. "The town could 
have first appealed to the PUC 
and then to the courts." 
Brumer said that a misleading 
wire service news bulletin had 
implied that Dover must appear 
in _ court for a trial by the first 
Tuesday of April. 
"The only thing that the city of 
Dover must do is appear at a 
Superior Court hearing,'' Brumer 
said. "It is not a trial." 
According to an article in the 
Manchester Union Leader last 
week, a tentative court hearing 
\ date has been set for April 4. 
" There is nothing illegal about 
not paying the rate increase," 
said Stone. "It looks like the 
PSC times it (the announce-
. ment) to coincide - with town 
meetings, but I .wouldn 't want to 
·accuse them of it." 
"Clamshell's stated purpose is 
to stop construction of the 
Seabrook Nuclear Plant," said 
McKinney. ''They know full well 
if we can't finance it we can't 
build it. 
"We know that 63 per,cent of 
New Hampshire res1aem:s cut in 
favor of the Seabrook plant," he 
said. "We've always done things 
by majority rule in this country, 
we don 't have a responsibility to 
honor the interests of the 20 per-
cent who are against nuclear 
power," McKinney said. · 
McKinney said that the poll 
was taken by ''professionals who 
surveyed legal voters in New 
Hampshire." He did not know 
how many people had been 
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Five towns join in 
Keg Roo1n still closed; , 
renovations are planned 
The Keg Room, the Durham bar and disco , which closed 
February 14, may not open again before the end of school, accor-
ding to manager/owner, Nicholas Karabelas. 
Karabelas, who owns the building housing the bar-assumed 
ownership of the popular establishment following its abrupt 
. closing by former owner, Matthew Cutter. Karabelas said the 
business will operate under a new name when it reopens. 
Although he declined to speculate exactly when the bar will 
· reopen, or how it will be changed, Karabelas said extensive 
renovations have been planned. The cost of the renovations, 
which are being drawn up by a Manchester architect, will cost 
"maybe $50,000 or $60,000, ''i: Karabelas said. 
"We are going to leave the downstairs pretty much the same, 
but the upstairs is going to be changed a lot. It's going to look like 
something out of the 1920's," said the Durham entrepreneur. 
The business staff will co~sist mostly of people who worked 
there before it was closed. Karabelas said operation would be 
completely under his management. 
He added that he was looking forward to running it, and 
working with "young people. They make me feel young again 
myself," he said. 
Granite State Alliance steps up 
'Stop the Rate Hike' campaign 
By Rosalie H. Davis 
The Granite State Alliance 
launched a statewide "Stop the 
Rate Hike" campaign last 
weekend to convince consumers 
to withhold the Public Service 
Company's 17 per cent rate in-
crease from electric bills, accor-
ding to member Jeff Brumer. 
Public Service Company (PSC) 
News Services Manager Gordon 
McKinney has said that 
withholding the rate increase is 
illegal and that 30 to 40 <;on-
sumers and five towns have opted 
to withhold it. 
Chairman of the Legislative 
Utilities Consumer Council Leo 
Lessard said that to withhold the 
inrrease is "civil disobedience." 
Lessard said that conntl:tiug 
laws may exist between a statute 
that allows a utility company to 
institute a rate increase which 
becomes permanent in months 
unless a decision is made by the 
Public Utilities Commission 
(PUC) and another law implying 
the illegality of Construction 
Work in Progress ( CWIP). 
The objection to the rate in-
crease from these towns and con-
sumers has been over the con-
troversial CWIP loans that PSC is 
_ using to finance the building of a 
proposed nuclear power plant at 
Seabrook. 
Brumer said CWIP is illegal 
because customers are paying 
for a service they are not receiv-
ing, even if the PSC plans to 
rebate the increase to customers 
if the Public Utilities commission 
(PUC) does not approve the in-
crease. 
-"We certainly support cities 
and towns who are withholding 
the increase or protesting it," 
said Brumer. He said the newly 
launched campaign has been ad-
vertising and publishing material 
urging consumers to withhold. 
Under New -Hampshire law 
electric utilities are required to 
notify a c11stomer ten days before 
the PSC can cut off a customer 's 
electricity, after the bill or a por-
tion of it is unpaid for one month. 
A customer's electricity cannot 
be cut off until after a conference 
has been held with the PSC and 
the PUC. Only when the PUC or-
ders that the bill be paid does the 
customer have to pay the bill, ac-
cording to a Granite , State AJli-
ance (GSA) news release. 
' The release also said that the 
normal two week procedure 
could take months to complete if 
thousands of customers ref used 
to pay their bills. 
"The company wishes it didn't 
have to charge the increase to 
help pay for Seabrook," McKin-
ney said. "But we have to supply 
1150 megawatts by 1984, that will 
be generated by the two Seabrook 
units." 
The increase, which went into 
effect last Dec. 3, has still not 
been approved by the PUC and 
will be permanent if that body 
does not reach a decision by May 
31, according to McKinney. 
"The PSC has defied the law, 
the PUC ignored the law, and 
Gov. Meldrim Thomson has 
refused to uphold the law," said 
Brumer in the news release, in a 
referenl:e to CWIP financing . 
Clamshell Alliance member 
Kirk Stone said that although 
paying under protest would have 
some effect, not paying the in-
crease would have more impact. 
" I don't think the withholding 
campaigns will be very effec-
. tive," McKinney said. "We have 
faith in our customers who ·un-
derstand the need for Seabrook 
CAMPAIGN, page 9 
·Jeremy Rifkin: clolling 'most important issue' 
By Laura Locke 
Author Jeremy Rifkin told a 
UNH audience Tuesday night 
that cloning and genetic 
engineering is "the most impor-
tant issue of the next 25 years." 
Rifkin, the author of the book, 
"Who Should Play God?", 
discussed the scientific, legal and 
moral implications of the issue 
with nearly 100 students and 
faculty members in the Iddles 
Auditorium. 
Rifkin said science had made 
the ''historic leap from the age of 
physics to the age of molecular 
biology. In 36 months," Rifkin ex-
plained, "there have been 
tremendous breakthroughs in 
molecular science. People are 
unaware of them.'' 
Rifkin questioned the develop-
ment of experimental processes, 
explaining that science· had 
already executed several 
- biological feats including the 
reproduction of DNA, the trans-
mission of DNA to the cell the 
cell synthesis, the isolation of 
· genes, the gene synthesis and the 
alteration of cell heredity. 
Cloning is a process by which a 
cell, taken from a female's 
womb, is treated wfth radiation 
so that the nucleus is destroyed. 
A cell from a male or female is 
then deposited within the first 
cell_,, and the "fertilized" product 
is replaced in the womb for the 
remainder of the gestation 
period. 
According to Rifkin, cloning is 
not a technical question but a 
"theoretical problem." 
Referring to the recent allegation 
that a 14-month old baby boy was 
successfully clon~d from the 
body of a Californiq millionaire, 
Rifkin described the controver-
sial moral and legal implications 
of cloning. 
"Does a clone have a soul?" 
Rifkin asked the audience. 
"And " he continued "how can a 
clone' have a birth certificate 
which asks for the names of two 
biological parents? A clone only 
has one." 
Accor~ing to Rifkin, cells used 
in the cloning process can be 
removed from deceased as well 
as living humans. Rifkin said that 
science could "even clone King 
Tut.'' . 
Rifkin, who said he is not a scien-• 
tist but a conscientious citizen, 
also discussed the possibility of 
genetic engineering. By breeding 
two species, he explained, it is 
possible to create a hybrid form 
of life. "Just think," Rifkin _ 
mused, "we could breed plants 
and humans. The new breed 
could photosynthesize and solve 
the world's energy problem." 
Eugenics, "the art of creating a 
better individual and race 
~hrough genetics,•• was the start 
of the genetics movement in the · 
world, Rifkin said. Eugenics was 
a movement in the United States 
between 1900 and 1929, Rifkin ex-
plained. Many college professors 
taught courses in eugenics and 
several political figures , in-
cluding President Theodore 
Roosevelt, spoke out on its 
behalf. 
There is a new genetics 
philosophy in the United States 
today, Rifkin said. The 1960's, an 
era of protest and social reform, 
opened its doors to the 70s, a 
period of despair and 
hopelessness. 
"Human beings are at a loss in 
how to cope with the changing 
world," he said. " We can't deve-
lop our biology as fast as we can 
develop the technological world. 
So we accommodate our biological 
life to suit the environment. " 
Rifkin believes the power of 
genetic engineerim! will soon he 
in the hands of large corporations. 
Rifkin hoped to "return in a few 
years and find ·a political 
movement on the UNH campus. 
We have an obligation to accept 
and reject, pick and decide, in 
matters concerning our lives. We 
must make the choices or they 
will be made for us." 
Author Jeremy Rifkin spoke to 100 UNH students and 
faculty Tuesday night on the moral, legal, and scientific 
aspects of cloning. Rifkin called the cloning, "the most 
important issue of the next 25 years." ( Tom Blackadar 
photo) 
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UNH Women's Center 
shares feminist ideas 
By Lisa Miller 
The Women's Center at UNH 
"is a · place where men and 
women, traditionalists and fem-
inists alike, can come to gain in-
formation and develop an aware-
ness of feminism and sexism," 
says junior Kathy Wheeler, a 
member of the Center's governing 
body. 
"We're here to provide educa-
tion services, to provide a strong . 
feminist voice, erase sexism, offer 
support to women, and put our 
energies into issues dealing with 
women on campus," says Lisa · 
Dow, another member of the 
Center's governing body, the col-
lective. 
Dow and Wheeler are two of a 
five-women collective which 
staffs the Women's Center, lo-
cated in room 136 on the bottom 
floor of the Memorial Union 
Building (MUB). 
The office door is usually open 
and laughter bubbles from the · 
tiny room. Inside, an overflowing 
desk, four chairs and boxes of 
files crowd the staffers. 
Notices flapping on cork boards 
inform of state and nationwide 
women's programs like the 
Eastern Regional Lesbian Con-
ference, available counselors and 
support group coordinators and 
of jobs and apartments for rent. 
Along two walls stand book-
cases crammed with periodicals 
and books like Gay American 
History and The New Women's 
Survival Catalog. The books and 
periodicals can be borrowed. The 
Center tries to obtain materials 
which the University library 
doesn't off er. 
Besides staffing the office, the 
collective arranges programs, 
updates information files, adds to 
the Center's library, instigates 
outreach programs to dormitories 
~nrl nthPr nnivPrsity erouos and 
decides how money will be spent. 
"Outside of staff, we have 10 
to 15 members," says senior Kim 
Cappell, former collective 
member. ''To become a member 
you just have to show a strong 
interest in our programs. As a 
member, you can staff the center 
and work on any projects people 
are interested in." 
This year, the Women's Center 
gained its first male member, 
senior Paul Jacque. "I first read 
about the Women's Center in the 
New Hampshire, and I found 
~ lot of the articles were negative 
m some ways. I wanted to check 
it out and see what was there." 
Some of the collective members 
were wary of Jacque when he 
requested membership. Last 
year, the Center went to the Stu-
dent Government for the first 
time to ask that they be SAT 
funded. 
The women had to fight criti-
cism by government members 
that the Center served only half 
the student body and had no right 
to be funded .. They won their 
battle, but are still defensive 
about the subject. 
"So, when I came, I guess there 
were mixed feelings," says 
Jacque. "Some of the members 
held back, they didn't know what 
I wanted What I'm interested in 
is consciousness-raising groups, 
programs for both men and 
women." 
The Center offers conscious-
ness-raising or support groups 
for men and women each 
semester. Last semester only two 
men signed up. But they are 
trvine: ae:ain this semester. , 
"A consciousness-raising group," 
says Lisa Dow, "is an informal 
group of students with or without 
a leader, who get together and 
discuss whatever the group 
decides upon, be it personal prob-
lems or politics. The basic idea 
i'~ ~h!:tring, finding out you ~rp not 
_alone. Unfortunately, we haven't 
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Kim Cappell 
had much response from the men 
for such a group. But the option 
is open to them." 
·· As far as the men's original 
objections to SAT-funding of the 
Center, Jacques says, "I don't' 
think many men think about the 
Center at all now. We need to 
publicize it. Men have a lot to 
gain from the center, but we've 
got to work on outreach pro-
grams." 
"I think the Women's Center i~ 
a good place for the ·money to go," 
says sophomore Doug Freeman. 
"I haven't heard that much about 
the Center. _"But I don't have any 
objections to it. It might not 
bother guys as much if it was 
called a student center or some-
thing." 
"It doesn't bother me," says 
junior Paul Brown. ''If you knew 
what it was, maybe more guys 
would use the center. But I don't 
think a lot of guys know about it. 
I don't even know where it is." 
Dow says, "We have a real 
problem with people under-
standing that a women's center 
could be an important place for 
men and women. You have to 
educate the men too." 
Center member Diane 
WOMEN'S CENTER, page 14 
Gynecology surv~y 
will provide insight 
By Lisa Miller 
The University of New Hamp-
shire Women's Center is conduc-
ting a two-part survey of the 
gynecological services available 
in the Durham area. 
According to Women's Center 
member Diane Alexander. the 
first part of the survey involves 
telephoning area gynecologists to 
compile a file detailing standard 
procedures and fees of different 
clinics and practices. 
The second half of the survey 
will consist of questionnaires 
filled out by UNH students and 
area residents, indicating their 
personal reactions to various 
gynecologists and services. 
''The survey will cover ser-
vices in Portsmouth, Durham, 
,Dover, Newmarket, Exeter, and 
one place in Rochester," says 
Alexander. "We're trying to 
cover places that are accessible 
to women by Kari-van. 
Alexander· devised the survey 
because, "I came to the Women's 
Center last semester, a transfer 
student who had -no information 
about doctors in the area. The 
Center wasn't able to give me 
much information. 
Center member Lisa Dow said 
past referral information was 
"sporadic. We had only outdated 
files compiled by women who had 
graduated and weren't connected 
, with the Center .any longer. And 
we had no facts about the quality 
of services, just names." 
· Says Alexander, "I felt there 
· ·was a real need for the University 
1 
to have gynecological infor-
mation, not only facts but subjec-
. tive information about what to 
expect from different gynecolo-
gists. So I decided to get the infor-
mation." 
Alexander will phone ten to 
twelve gynecologists and group 
. practices, like the Garrison 
Medical Professional Association 
in Dover, to f~nd out_ how many 
When the survey is completed, 
the results will be compiled and 
made available at the Women's · 
Center in the MUB. SURVEY, page 19 
Siu.dents for University 
shifts to new image 
By Michael Minigan ;we've changed empnas1s'. ! feel 
Informative programs for we can be more effective as an in-
trustees, alumni and legislators formation center, and not as a 
are the top priorities of Students lobbyL~.r~l!P.:~ 
for the University this semester, · Students for the University is a 
according to organization Direc- wing of Student Government 
tor Jim Kaklamanos. established in 1976. It was 
T~e disseminatio!1 of. infor- designed to publicize student at-
mahon about the Umvers1tv and titudes in areas outside the 
students' attitudes represents a University. Most of the 
shift in the group's concept and is . organization's energies last year 
part of a total image change, were exhausted on the com-
Kaklamanos said this week. position of the state budget..Beth 
, "We_'r~ trying to take the ~or~ Fischer, last year's director, and 
lobbyist out of our operat10n, former Student Body President 
Kaklamanos said. "Lobbyist has Jim O'Neill were considered lob-
a bad connotation, and that's · 
probably the mam reason why ·STUDENTS, Page 16 
DON'T MISS 
MARCH in theMUB 
PISTACIDO'S SWEETE SHOP 
celebrate an Easter egg 
extravaganza at Pistachio's. 
Be sure and enter the drawing 
for a gigantic Easter basket 
stuffed with goodies. Drawing 
will be held Friday, March 24 
i 
MUBPUB 
Celebrate the "wearin' of the green" 
on St. Patrick's Day, March 17th 
with Rick Bean 
The St. Patrick's Day party 
i s just the beginning. 
Entertainmei,.t line-up 
for March: 
3 / 18 "Ulysses" - rock & roll 
3 / 23 Bill Morrissey - folk 
3 / 24 "Spud City" rock & roll 
The good times 





I Follow your·Nose to Pistachio's I 
I I 
: N~e 1 
I Address _____________ --;-
! Phone _______________ ~ 
I ~ ·--------------------------~ 
CATERING 
Let us cater your next 
dinner, dance, or function. 
During March, our feature menu available 
to you is: 
AN ITALIAN FEAST: 
Antipasto Salad, Lasagne, 
Garlic Gread, Green Beans 
Italian & Spumoni Ice Cream 
Also, beverage service is availabk 
All this for only 5. 75 per person. 
Make March 
your dorm or club's sp~cial month. 
Call now for reservations 
862-2484 
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Business group reaches goals 
By Laura Locke and 
Philippa Benson 
AIESEC (the french acronym 
for the Association of Students in 
Economic and Business 
Mangement) is beginning to 
fulfill many of its original goals, 
according to Thoman Youngman, 
AIESEC's treasurer. 
AIESEC, a student-run 
organization that was established 
on the UNH campus in the spring 
of 1976, strives to promote in-
teraction between students, 
academicians, and businessmen 
all over the world~ Youngman 
said. 
panies by signing forms that are 
processed through the AIESEC 
computer at the annual Inter-
national AIESEC conference. 
"The wonderful thing about the 
· system," Walsh said, "is 'that for 
every company name we put into 
the computer, one of our mem-
bers is guaranteed a job abroad.'' 
AIESEC was founded in 1948 by 
students from seven European 
countries to h~lp rebuild their 
countries and improve inter-
national .relations. Since that 
time A~EC has developed on 
three levels (local, national and 
international) in 55 nations. The 
local level, to which ·uNH 
belongs, is responsible for in-
plementing AIESEC's objectives 
through various programs and 
projects. 
"Our territory reaches north 
from Massachusetts to include 
the entire state of New Hamp-
_shire," explained John Depuy 
president of AIESEC-UNtt. ··vve 
can try to so}i~it any company in 
AIESEC, page 18 
Through the creation of a.n in-
ternational job exchange, 
AIESEC members can travel and 
work abroad as part of their 
education. AIESEC also 
organizes seminars, lectures, 
and workshops which allow local 
businessmen the chance to 
educate students in matters con-
cerning the business world. 
''There were a few oroblems 
getting AIESEC-UNH on its feet," 
Youngman said. "But we've got a 
lot of things in the brewing now, 
and with the help of new mem-
bers we're far enough along in 
our organization to interest local 
companies in joining AIESEC." 
1978-79 
New Hampshire 
Participating companies in the 
AIESEC program pledge to teach 
their business to a foreign ex-
change student. Such programs, 
Youngman explained, provide 1 
the company with a fresh source 
of motivation, access_ to new 
recruits, and a more. 1 
knowledgeable attitude towards 
international business. 
According to Youngman, an 
exchange also means that a UNH 1 
student will be able to go abroad 
to study and work. 
Duri_ng the student's stay, 
which can last from two to 18 
months, he is paid between $125 
and $175 a week by the comp~my. 
The National AIESEC committee 
provides work permits, visas, 
and insurance for the exchanges, 
and the local AIESEC commit- · 
tees help the students with 
housing and cultural orientation. 
Kathy Walsh. the exchange 
coordinator of AIESEC-UNH. 
said the AIESEC system is "an ex~ 
t.n:::incly offoctivo ong for it~ pur-
peses." According to Walsh, 
students are matched to com-
Incentive 
Grant Applications 
are now a vaila hie 
in the Financial 
Aid Off ice, 208 
Thompson Hall. 
Deadline: May 1, 1978 
Back this year by popular demand: 








Seeking Belly Dancers, Magicians 
or Talent Acts. If interested call the 
Field House at 2-2031. 
SPORTS 
FRIDAY MARCH 31st 9 P.M. - 7 A.M. 
IN 
THE FIELD HOUSE 
UNH ID'S P Pnrrn~.ED 
~ ~ 
campus calendar 
FRIDAY, March 17 
MUB PUB:St. Patrick's Day Celebration with Rick Bean, 6 
p.m. 
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "Help/Hard Day's Night," two 
Beatles classics. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, con-
tinuous from 7 p.m. Admission · $.75 or MUSO film pass. 
FACULTY LECTURE: "The Foundations of Our Economy," 
Professor Michael Kole, Whittemore School of Business and 
Economics. The lecture will trace the economic development 
of New Hampshire. New England Center, 8 p.m. Sponsored 
by Speakers Bureau/DCE/ the New England Center. Seating 
limited; advance registration at DCE (2-2015) required for 
admission. 
THEATER DEPARTMENT SENIOR PROJECT: "Holmes, " 
an original musical based on the adventures of Sherlock 
Holmes. Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 
p.m. General admission $1.50. 
CELEBRITY SERIES: Lotte Goslar' s Pantomime Circus, a 
show of dance and mime. Johnson Theater, 8 p .m. UNH 
students and senior citizens 14 in advance; general ad-
mission $5 .50. 
SATURDAY, March 18 
MEN'S TRACK: New Hampshire Relays, Paul Sweet Oval, 
Field House, 12 noon. 
MAN OF LA MANCHA: The musical play based on Don 
Quixote will be presented in Manchester, N .H. Ticket and 
transportation $4.50. Bus leaves from T-Hall at 4 p.m. and 
returns around 9:30 p.in. For information, contact Helen 
Evans, at 862-1218. Sponsored by the Spanish Department. 
MUB PUB: Ulysses, rock, 8 p.m. 
THEATER DEPARTMENT SENIOR PROJECT: "Holmes," 
and original musical based on the adventures of Sherlock 
Holmes. Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 
p.m. General admission $1.50. 
SUNDAY, March 19 
BLOCKPRINTING CLASS: Area I Craftsroom (Jessie Doe 
basement), 7-9:30 p.m. Linoleum block required. ~veryone 
welcome. 
, PROJECTIONS: "The Illustrated Man," starring Rod 
Steiger and directed by Jack Smight. Strafford Room, 
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission :$.75 or MUS0 1 
Film Pass. · 
UNH STRING TRIO: Alan Grishman, violin, Margaret 
Blickle, viola, and.Ben Clinesmith, cello will perform works 
by Reger, Pleyel, Prokolieff, and Mozart. Bratton Room, 
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: Beatles Night with Rick Bean, 8 p.m. 
UNH CONCERT BAND: Granite State Room, Memorial 
Union, 8 p.m. 
MONDAY, March 20 
VIDEOTAPE PRESENTATION: "Lee Harvey Oswald and 
the Failure of American Jus-tice ." Forum Room, Library, 7-9 
p.m. Sponsored by the Sociology Department. 
MUB PUB: Closed. 
TUESDAY, March 21 
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "The Age of Reason," R. Valen-
tine Dusek, Philosophy Department. Richards Auditorium, 
Murkland Hall, 11 a.m. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES COMMITTEE LECTURE: 
Professor Allen Linden, History Department specialist on 
the Far East, will present a: talk and slide show on his recent 
trip to mainland China. Hetzel board Room, Alumni Cen-
ter, 4 p.m . 
. ~UB PUB: Closed. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE i~ pu~ished and distributed semiweekly through-
out the academic year. var offices are located in the Memorial Union 
Buµ~ng, Dur~am, N,.H. 03824. Business office Rm. 108. Business hours 
'Iuesday, Thursday, 1-3 p.m. and Wednesday, Friday 9-2 p.m. Deadlines 
tor aos tor·Tuesctay's puoucauon, t·naay at 2 p.m. ana r ·naay·s puonca-
tion, Wednesday at 2 p.m . Yearly subscription $9.00 Second class postage 
paid at Durham, N.H. Total numbers of copies printed 10,500 at Castle 
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GENERAL 
A LOST AND FOUND SALE will be held at the Infor-
mation Center, Memorial Union, all day Wednesday, 
March 22. Items include: 9 scarves, 30 pair of gloves, 31 
hats, 22 pair of mittens, 12 sweaters, 1 empty dissecting 
kit, 1 skate protector, 33 single gloves/mittens, 1 clog, 7 
pair of glasses, assorted keys, 3 bracelets, assorted 
jewelry, 12 notebooks, and 26 books. Prices are 
negotiable. 
SIGN-UP FOR RACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT: 
Tournament will be held March 23, March 30, and April 
6, Field House racquetball courts, 7-9:45 p.m. Single 
elimination tournament; 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place priz-es. 
Two categories : (A) includes advanced and upper in-
termediate; (B) includes lower intermediate beginner.: 
Sign up in Room 151, Field House, by Monday, March 20. 
Entrance fee: $1.50. 
·SUMMER LOANS: Students taking courses in Durham · 
this summer may apply for summer loans. Applications . 
are available in the Financial Aid office, Thompson 
Hall. Deadline: April 1~ 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR SUMMER 
LIFEGUARDS: The Department of Recreation is ac-
cepting applications for summer lifeguards at the out- ; 
door pool. Applicants must have current WSI and · 
previous experience. Please apply in Room 151, Field 
House, by Friday, March 24. 
BAKE SALE: To fund a climbing structure for the 
Durham Children's Center . Monday, March 20, 
Memorial Union lobby tables <near cafeteria), 9 a.m. -5 
_p.m. 
ACADEMIC 
LSAT PRE TEST: Tuesday, March 21, Social Science 
Center, Room 204, at 7:30 Q.m. Sponsored by the Pre _ 
Law Committee. 
FREE, NON-C~EDIT COMPUTER COURSE: 
"Making Life Easier--A Potpourri Course." For the user 
who has made a cursory acquaintance with the DEC-
systeml0 and had reached a POint where he . or she 
thinks " ... there must be an easier way to do this." Course 
meets Tuesday i , March 21 , Room M309, Kingsbury 
Hall, from 1-2 p.m. for registration and details, call 862-
2323 . . 
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: 
"Features of MINITAB (MTA B2), Version 77.2" Course 
will highlight \ new features of MINITAB with par-
ticular emphasis on inout and outout ooerations and 
random number _generation. Course meets Thursday, 
March 23, Room M309, Kingsbury Hall, from 1-2 p.m. 
For registration and details, call 862-2323. 
UNH/CALIFORNIA EXCHANGE: ApplicaUon 
deadline is Tuesday, March 2R For more information, 
contact the Dean of Students office, Huddleston Hall, or 
call 862-2050 
CAREER 
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: Series 1, , 
Module f: Special Information-Women. Tuesday, March 
21, Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 12 :30-2 p.m. 
TEACHER PLACEMENT INTERVIEWING 
WORKSHOP: Career Planning and Placement, 203 
Huddleston Hall, Monday, March 20, at 6:30 p.m. 
CAREER PLANNING DROP-IN: Informal sessions 
where underclassmen and graduating students can 
share post-graduation concerns. Career Planning and , 
Placement, 203 Huddleston, Tuesday, March 21, at 6:30 
p.m. CLUBS AND.ORGANIZATIONS 
WILDLIFE SOCIETY: Meeting, Monday, March 20, 
Room 104, Pettee Hall, 7 p.m. Movie "The Great W~ite 
Bird" will be shown. Film is about the.haunts, habits, 
and reintroduction of the Whooping Crane. Everyone 
welcome.. 
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING: Meeting, March 20, '. 
Rockingham Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m. 
1 
NHOC ST. PATRICK'S DAY TRIP: Weekend trip 
to Franconia Cabin, beginning Friday, March 17 at 
5 p.m. and continuing through Sunday, March 19, 
at 6 p.m. Fee: $7. NHO_C members only_. Sign_ up 
in Room 135, Memorial Umon; $4 cash deposit reqmred 
at sign up. 
TESSERACT SCIENCE FICTION !SOCIETY: Meeting, 
Tuesday, March 21, Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 
Sp.m. 
FRENCH COFFEE HOURS: For anyone wanting an 
opportunity to practice his/her Fr~nch there will be_ a~ I 
opportunity to do so at the Foreign Language Mm1- . 
Dorm (Marston House) on the following days: March 1, 
7-9pm ; March 14, 3:30-5 pm; and March 27, 7-9pm. 
CLUB SPORTS 
WOMEN'S WATERPOLO CLUB: This new club meets 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, Swasey Pool , Field , 
House, from 4-6 p.m. Everyone welcome ; no experience 
necessary. '. 
INTRAMURALS 
CO-REC ROSTER DEADLINE : Jogging marathon 
begins April 3. Sign up fhat day in Room 151, Field" 1 
House. , 
RELIGION 
DISCUSSION/SEMINAR: Weekly, every Thursday, Han-
over Room, Memorial Union, 4 p.m. The general theme 
will be "What do the teachings of Jesus Christ teach 
us about the purpose of life? " Sponsored by the Latter 
Day Saint Student Association. 
Because of an increase in the volume of notices, The New Hampshi~e will print each item only 
once on the date closest to the event. Please submit notice/ calendar information to the Admin-
1stra t1on Office, Room 3ZZ, .Mt:ll1Ul ial Unh:m b y 4 p .m. Tucoduy for Frid~ y' s;: p~pPr :rnn 4 p ·m . 
Thursday for the following Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omissions should be direct-
~ci to The New Hampshire staff 
---------------------------------
This Summer 
Earn College Credit in 
New York City 
at 
~~~&lf>t es1gn 
This summer come to New York and 
learn, at a school famous in the art 
world, as well as in ·a city world famous 
as a cultural and art center. 
Parsons School of Design is pleased to 
announce a series of new courses de-
signed for College students who wish to 
supplement their art studies. These 
courses are taught by some of New 
York's most distinguished professionals 
and run from July 5th thru July 28th, 
Monday thru Thursday. They allow 
students ample time to see how theory is 
put to practical application in the great 
arts capital of New York. Each course 
carries 4 credits. 





Interior Design and 
Environmental Analysis 
Assemblage, Plaster Casting 
and Woodcarving 
Lithography 
Out-of-town students can find dorm 
space nearby, where single and double 
(air:conditioned) rooms are available. 
For more information on courses, registration and accommodations mail the 
coupon below or call (212) 741-8975. ,,,,-----------......... --~-----------------. 
I Parsons School of Design · 27 \ 
I A Division of The New School I 
I 66 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 1001 l I 
I Please send me more information on Summer Study in New York at Parsons. I 
I Name : 
I Address I 
\ City/State/Zip · I 
'--.--------------- .... --------·-------" 
New Dean of Students 
search is continuing 
By Jane Gibson immediately because of ap-
The Search and Screening plicants who do not meet the 
Committee for the position of minimum qualifications. 
Dean of Students has received According to Stevens, besides 
over 50 applications for the the Chronicle, the advertisement 
position, according to Stephanie has appeared in three national 
Thomas, registrar and chairper- pro~essional association journals, 
son for the committee. var10us local New Hampshire 
The first advertisement for the newspapers, and the Boston 
position appeared on March 6 in Globe and the Providence Jour-
the Chronicle of Higher nal. The ad will also be placed in 
Education, a weekly tabloid over next Sunday's New York Times 
which one-half is devoted to job and the Providence Journal. 
opportunities in higher "We will be working under a 
education, she said. really · constricted time 
The Search and Screening schedule," said Thomas. The 
Committee appointed by Richard closing date for applications is 
Steveps, vice president of Student April 4 and the committee hopes 
Affairs. included two ad- to have the first candidate on 
ministrators, one staff member, campus by April 20, she said. 
two students and two faculty After all the applications have 
members, said Thomas. • been gone through four to six 
· In addition to, Thomas, Greg . finalists will be invited to campus 
Sanborn, director of the to meet students, faculty, staff 
Memorial Union Building, is the within student affairs, deans and 
other. administrator on the com- other administrators, she said. 
mittee she said. "We want the candidates who 
Other members of the commit- come to the campus to have a 
tee are Stephanie Keating, "good two-way interview" said 
residence coordinator for Area Thomas. The exact interviewing 
III; Phyllis Hoff, associate process has not yet been for-
professor and chairman of the malized by the committee. 
Physical Education Department ; Not only will students be 
Warren Brown, assistant meeting the candidates when 
professor of political science; they come to campus, said 
and students P .J. Waldman and Thomas, they are also helping 
Randy Schroeder, said Thomas. with the screening work of the 
According to Thomas, the committee. 
committee will be reviewing the "They will be doing a lot of 
appUcations as they come in. She work," said Peter Tandy, student 
said they expect over 400 ap- body president, who appointed 
plications. However, she said she the two student members of the 
expects the committee will pare · com_mittee. They will be helping 
that number down by 50 percent · DEAN AP_PLICA_NTS, page 18 
nobody 
asked! 
He was in his twenties. 
So was she. 
Both were Catholic, unmarried, 
prayerful, creative. 
Both cared about people 
and cared for them. 
How come he never thought 
of the prie$thood7 
How come she never thought 
of being a nun? 
"No one ever asked me:' 
they sai~. 
Is this your story? 
No one ever asked you? 
Well, we're asking .. 
- Mail Coupon Today!---------------
1-32 
Please send information on: 
D Diocesan Priests □ Religious Priests 
D Broth'ers □ Nuns □ Lay Ministries 
Name _____________________ _ 
Address ___________________ _ 
City _______ State ______ ZIP ____ _ 
VOCATIONS COMMITTEE/SUPREME COUNCIL♦ 
KAIGHTS OF COlUfflBUS 
New Haven, CT 06507 
----- ----,------------------~ 
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Gallen speaks out on the issues 
GALLEN over the growth of New Hamp- "Once you've been in it, you 
continued from page 2 shire. can really. appreciate it. I'd like 
believes the state's institutions "We have to stop and take a to see an increase in the senate " 
look at what's happening to us," said Gallen. ' 
need better funding. said Gallen. Recalling a few of the recent 
"I think we have an obligation "I feel it is the role of the state conflicts between the house and to educate the handicapped 
child. It is a legal obligation by not to dictate, but to assist towns the senate, Gallen said he did not 
federal law and I believe it should in planning growth," said Gallen. like the relationship. 
be funded at the state level," said He said it was the job of the Gallen s~id, "A governor must 
Gallen. Department of Research and recognize the needs of both the 
"I feel the coordination of Development to look into what leadership of the house and the 
federal funds is important," said industry is coming to the state senate" to help them work 
Gallen. and where it is located. together. 
Gallen said he thought the size Gallen said that unlike Thom-"If we have planning for the 
legislature at the national level, of the New Hampshire House of son, he "plans to stay in the state 
we will be able to move fast and Representatives should not be and try to understand the needs 
~et our share (of money ap- decreased. ofthestate." 
propriated by the federal -govern-r;, 11 u 0 ~ 
ment)," said Gallen. . - ~~•••~o~o--.c7. 
uallen said he planned to main- · 
tain fun~ng for the University Suggestions for renting an apartment: . 
syst~m ,, to the fullest extent · The student legal office suggests students follow these steps be-
po,~s1ble. , : fore r~~ting an apartment for the next academic year: 
I won t be bent oi:ie w~y • ' 1. V1s1t the apartment and inspect the entire premises, including 
There are other educational m- common halls and-areas. 







' all mtenor surfaces, ce1lmgs, floors , wmdows furnished appli-
a en a so expressed concern ances, and furnit,.l!'e. ' 
:: 3. Have the Landlord or his representative approve of your writ-
fll __________ ' ten inventory by signing and dating the inventory. : · 
4. If you desire to have certain repairs made before agreeing to I ; 
\\' ~ en.joy what _ : lease the apartment, make sure the Landlord agrees in writing 
W c dt>-and so de, I to make the repairs. ' ' i ... 
5. Visit with the tenants of the apartment which you desire to 
ou-r custonicr~ i rent and question them about the responsiveness of the Landlord. ... 
Ask the tenants whether the Landlord makes repairs upon request ,-
... Ask tliem, whej:_.ber_ he respects the privacy of the tenants, etc. . 
'
- 6. Ask th~ __ L~_mdlord whether heat, utilities, parking, snow re- . : 
moval and refuse disposal are included in the lease. Be sure all I 
these subjects are covered in the written lease. 
'
- 7. Make sure the lease allows you to sublet the apartment and : 
that the Landlord cannot unreasonably withhold consent to your I 
_ subletting the apartment. 
I 8. If utilities are not included as part of the rent, check with the 1 
... 
pr_esent tenants as to the cost of electricity, heat and water. You 
... might also check with the fuel company servicing the present 
· Homw I tenants and with the Public Service Co. to determine the cost of 
1 
... 
29-main st. Moa-S.-t ~~ the utilities used during the previous year. 
Durham · ThUJ'8evetill ·J :, ... 
I If any undergraduate students have any questions concerning I · , leases contact: -
1 - Student Lawyers I 10 Main St., Durham 868-5820 j 




Find an apartment 
for the summer in the 
classifi.ed ads. 
Gmpus · 
G of Durham PY 47 Main.,StrMt - Tel. 818-2490 
--Complete ~esume Service 
Graduate Theses & Dissertation5 
"Ready Made Copy-Same .Day: ServR '' 
FRANKLIN 
.THEATRE 
ri. Last Day Mar.17 
6:30 & 8:30 
"Pardon Mon Aff aire" 
Mar.18 
6:30 & 8:30 
Woody Allen in 
"Take the Money and Run" 
Mar. 19-21 
6:30 & 8:35 
Sophia Loren in 
"Special Day" 
Nominated for Best Foreign Film 
of the year 
Come join the Memorial Union Students Organization(MUSO), The lar~cst .. 
student-run, student-oriented programming organization on campus. Come 
help choose, organize, and present activities like: Concerts Oonathan Edwards., 
Wendy Waldm3:n, Gil Scot-Heron, Christopher Parkening), Films (LoYc and 
Death, The Godfather, Chinatown, The Sting), Arts (Ghost, Hypnotistn, 
Monster.;..Talk, Die~ Gregory), and our many other student services; Photoschool, 




. Arts Director 
MUSO is now taking applications for all 
our Salaried Staff Positions for 
the 1978-79 School Year 
Darkroon1 Coordinator 





We !leed your ideas, and help ... so ·come join 
Applications available at the M. U.S.O. Office 
Room 148, MUB 
862-1485 
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Mid-course assesslllents passed 
Film Society 
Presents 




'l'HE HIUl'l'Rl'l'ED MIN 
RAY BRADBURY'S masterpiece of the supernatural' ~ 
~ TECHNICOLOR~ PANAVISION" FROM WARNER BRDS.-SEVEN ARTS til@ 
SENATE 
continued from page 1 
received a negative response. 
The faculty questioned that their 
expertise and qualifications as 
instructors were being tested by 
impressions made in the first 
seven weeks of the course. ' ' 
BE YOUR OWN SHRINK!!! 
We now have a shrink wrapper ... 
I deal for enclosing & 
seaiing artwork 
photography & posters! 










~~ .• ·-: "fll' '.• .. •· -. . •. .•. . -Ji. ~-: :•: :•· ... ..... :•: :•: :•: :•: -.,,: ... 
enyoutakeawa, 
the uniform 
and the lifestyle 
whathaveyougot? 
1heJob. 
The Coast Guard's involved 
in things like saving lives, 
fighting pollution, enforc-
ing the law, and maintain-
ing navigational systems. 
They're big jobs and they're 
important jobs. To the 
country and to the people 
who do them. And you 
could be involved in one of 
them after just 18 weeks in 
Officer Candidate School 
in Yorktown, Va. 
As an officer in the Coast 
Guard you would be in a 
position of responsibility 
and leadership. It's a chal-
lenging job. One whete 
you'll prove to yourself 
and others that the 4 years 
you spent in,college were 
well worth it. 
The Pay & Benefits. 
As an Ensign in the Coast 
Guard, your startjQg salary 
will be over $10,000 a year. 
During your first 3 years, 
normal promotion and 
seniority will increase your 
salary by over 40%. Along 
with that come generous 
living-allowances and 
benefits. Your medical and 
dental care is free. If you 
Our Representative 
will be here 
3i24/78 
get married, your family And you'll be able to 
also receives medical travel. A Coast Guard 
coverage. If you make the Officer doesn't stay put. 
Coast Guard your career, Your assignment could be 
you can apply for post- in any of a variety of loca-
graduate training. And if tions around the country 
you're selected, we'lf pay or overseas. 
yqur tuition plus keep you The Future. 
on full salary while you're As with any job you're 
attending school. interested in now, the 
There's also a generous future has got to be an 
retirement plan if you stay important consideration. 
with us for at least 20 Where's the job going to 
years. That's something lead you? In the Coast 
you won't find with many Guard your future is, to say 
private compani~s. the least, expandable. 
The ~es. Whether you make it a 
The jobs tfie Coast Guard career or not, the exjri-
does are anything but or- ence and skills you'I 
dinary. Which means that develop will be hard to 
doing those jobs will pay match anywhere else. The 
off in training and experi- most important of which 
ence that is anything but will be the skill of handling 
ordinary. You'll develop yourself in a management 
skills in manage- • situation. Because 
ment and that's what you'll 
leadership ~-- be involved in on 
that will be the first day of your 
invaluable to job as a Coast Guard 
you and your Officer. And when 
career. Skills you you've gotthat 
can use whether kind of experi-
you stay in ence, you 
the Coast can use it 
Guard or not. anywhere. 
CoastGuardO.C.S. 
Visit your college placement office, or call 800-424-8883 
toll free,for more information. 
According to Speech and 
Drama Proessor Joseph Bat-
chellor, the mid-term assessment 
proposal is a "band-aid effort by 
the students. 
"The professors give out 
syllabi at the beginning of the 
course, so the students know 
what to expect," he said. 
Student Caucus Chairman 
Wayne Ferguson said the mid-
term assessment could be "a 
tremendous help to faculty-
student communication. 
"In the past it seems students 
and faculty sub-divided into their 
own factions. The mid-term 
assessment is one step in in-
creasing the communications 
between the two parties," he 
said. 
O'Neill said yesterday that the 
most ir.aportant fact about the 
proposal's success is ~1hat tl!e 
_proposal-w~ initiataj by __ s!~dents. 
The mid-term assessment was 
not University policy. It 's a sen-
sitive issue that was worked out 
. in a short period of time. It's kind 
of awesome." 
Cossingham said, "It was a 
very important effort of Student 
Government to do something 
about improving academic 
quality. Its success depends on 
student initiative. Nothing will be 
accomplished unless the students 
accept the responsibility of 
returning a constructive and 
complete evaluation form." 
In another action, a motion to 
fight grade inflation was also 
brought before the Academic 
Senate. The motion reads: 
"Throughout the University, the 
grade of C will indicate com-
petent, average, acceptable per-
formance and learning; the 
grade of B will indicate above-
average, superior performance 
and learning; the grade of A will 
represent outstanding, extraor-
dinary, excellent performance 
and learning. Relatively few 
students overall will be expected 




Now, when you order 4 same-
size Kodak color reprints from 
your favorite Kodacolor nega-
tives, you 'll only pay for 3. 
You 'll be getting a fourth one 
FREE! Come in and ask us for 
full details . This special offer 






Main St. Durham 
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Rate hike withholding campaign set 
EXCELLENT MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY. Make good money 
part-time - campus representative .needed for fun and easy to sell 
product - no gimmicks - proven campus winner. Send your name, 
address, phone, school, year of graduation, and self-addressed stamped 
envelope to: 
Fantasy Productions, Inc. 
23 Stone Ave. 
CAMPAIGN 
continued from page 3 
and who are law abiding 
citizens." 
McKinney called the GSA an 
extension of the Clamshell 
Alliance whose stated purpose is 
to stop Seabrook. He said that 
fighting the methods of financing 
the plant was a direct attempt at 
stopping construction of it. 
"Radiation danger is high on 
the list of reasons why we are op-





continued from page 1 
value t~ them; their lives,'' Bianco 
said. 
Bliss detailed the UNH-Durham 
procedures for the institution of 
a college fire safety program. 
He said fire drill programs and 
ongoing inspections are geared 
both to correct fire safety hazards 
and to be educational. 
"Fire inspections are not 
searches,'' Bliss said. 
According to Bianco, the system 
is supposed to build trust between 
the fire department and students. 
"If inspections were searches we 
would lose that trust," he said:. 
Bliss said the visibility of fire-
fighters is important to develop 
personal contact with students. 
Bianco urged college fire 
departments to draw on the 
responsibility of students to aid 
in carrying out these programs, 
especially in understaffed depart-
ments. 
Next year there w111 oe a s1m1-
lar seminar with more specific 
focus, Bliss said. 
"We will hopefully be able to 
, break down into smaller groups 
and actually go out into the field--
go out on inspections of dorms, 
and run through fire drills. We 
would also like to draw on more 
expertise from sources outside 
of UNH," he said. 
ENDS MARCH 23rd 
N-0-W 
EVES. 8:50 & 9:15 
FRI. & SAT. 7:15 &9:40 
"A SMASH LIKE M•A•S•H." 
TIIIIOYSIN H(~::H 
~ ~CBYC 
Fri. - March 24 
"THE OTHER SIDE OF 
THE MTN. PART 2" 
he mc,,.r exciting rescue ad.venture 
,HAY )-'i\J)J'ever filme~ 
,~,,. 11\1 / 
HARLTON HESTON • I ::"'/ -
''EPA estimates state that a 
person standing at the gate of the 
Seabrook plant would receive 
less than one-tenth of a millirem 
of radiation a year,'' McKinney 
said. 
A millirem is a measure of 
radiation. A person receives an 
average of 150 millirems a year 
from sunlight, according to 
McKinney. 
"The history of fatal accidents 
occurring in nuclea1· power.plants 
in this country is unblemished." 
· he· said. When discussing the 
storage of nuclear wastes 
produced by power plants he 
said, "I'm not expecting any ac-
cidents." 
McKinney also said the PSC is 
investigating alternate energy 
sources including coal, reclaimed 
refuse, solar and wind energy. 
"In time, nuclear energy will 
be obsolete," he said. "But 
historically, most power sources 
have eventually become ob-
solete." 
Whitehouse: Opticians, Inc . . 
. Complete · Eye~lass Senice 
prescriptions filled, duplicated 
fr~mes repaired - sun~lasses 
'Take the UNH Kari-van to D<1vcr Drug Building · 
6Broadway, Dover 742-1744 
Dear U.N.H. Student, 
' 
Ashland Ma. 01721 
ST. PATRICK'S DAY 
SPECIAL 
on all Green Ice cream cones 
WEEKS 
THE GRANITE, the student yearbook, is looking for students to work for the 
1979 yearbook staff. We have paid positions open for Editor-in-Chief, Senior 
Portrait Ed1tor, Literary Editor> Photo Editor, Layout and Production Editor, 
photographers {five), Art Director and Secretary. 
All of these positions are interesting and offer a great exp~rience for you. 
This experience is valued by graduate schools and job interviewers. Internships ~ 
may be possible for academic credit within many departments. Previous experience 
is not necessary in these positions with the exception of those openings in -
Photography. · 
Training of. GRANITE editors takes place through a series of seminars, 
workshops, and national and regional yearbook conventions, for which the expenses 
are paid by the GRANITE and/or the various yearbook companies. 
As a GRANITE employee, you may enjoy the benefits of meeting and working 
with the publishing and photography industries. You will be able to gain 
business contacts for later in life and a greater understanding of the business 
world. 
There will be a general meeting on Tuesday, March 21 ?t 7:00 p.m. in 
Belknap Room on the 300 level of the MUB. This meeting is for interested new 
members and general infonnation sharing. 
Applications may be picked up at the GRANITE office, Room 125, MUB. 
For more information, call Bob Gerek (868-9619), Nick Novick {659-2117), 
Sue Mousesian {868-9612) or the GRANITE office {862-1280). Applications are 
due by March 22, 1978. 
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Award nominee Simic writes from experience 
By Barbara Scott 
Writing poetry is "an obsession" for UNH po~t-professor 
Charles Simic, who, on March 1 was nominated for the National 
Book Award for his book of poems, Charon's Cosmology. 
"I don't feel that I have to produce poetry to remain a 
professor here," Simic said emphatically in his soft, Yugo-
slavian accent. 
The National Book Award, should he be announced winner 
on April 10, would not pressure him to write poetry, either. 
"The only thing winning the award would change, I think, 
is book sales . I've been writing for a long time, and as I 
said, it's an obsession with me." 
The National Book Award is awarded to one of five nominees 
in each of seven different categories each year. 
Simic is the third member of the UNH faculty nominated 
for this prestigious award. In 1974, both Mark Smith and Tom 
Williams were nominated for their fiction. Williams was winner 
for his novel, The Hair of Harold Roux. 
Simic came to the United States from Yugoslavia at the 
age of ten, at about the same time he was learning the English 
language. In 1967, he received his B.A. from New York University, 
taught for a while at California State University at Heyward, 
then was appointed at UNH in 1973. 
Simic is a slender man of medium height, inclined to dress 
casually in dark corduroys and sweaters pulled over button 
down shirts. He wears purple-tinted aviator glasses which make 
him look thoughtful and a bit mysterious. 
In 1971, Simic won the 
P.E.N. Translation award for 
his poetry translations. For· 
the year 1972-1973, Simic was 
awarded the Guggenheim 
Foundation Fellowship grant, 
and in 1975, he won the Edgar 
"If I'm very happy or miserable, I don't write. I've got 
to be somewhere between the two extremes." , 
The job of the poet, feels Simic, is to write with simplicity and 
directness. 
"Poets have to communicate; reach other human beings. 
If their poems are incomprehensible, then why bother putting 
them down on paper?" 
Simic's poems are written in unembellished language, but 
the images and ideas they convey are frighteningly identifiable 
and universal at the same time. . 
"Progress Report" from Charon's Cosmology, is an analogy 
between society and rats in a maze. A female scientist dfssecis 
one of the rats, but meets n6 resistance on its part. The irony 
of the poem is that none of the rats even know who the 
scientist is. 
Simic said, "The poor rat is all of us. He's the absolute 
victim, but he tries to make the best of it. The woman is 
the great abstraction History.'' 
A common theme of many of the poems in Charon's Cosmol-
ogy is the effects of history, especially wars since W.W.11. 
"The poems are _ m~ditation on some of the images of war; 
of the suffering and atrocity." 
One poem, "The -Variant" was based on one of Simic's ex-
periences. It is a comparison between a police dog, guard towers 
and barbed wire fences of a concentration camp and the powers 
that rule and keep us all prisoners. 
"Every one of those poems begins with a personal experience. 
He sat in his second floor office in Hamilton-Smith, his legs 
crossed, arms folded lightly across his chest. 
"It's important to write every day," he paused shyly, contem-
plating each sentence. "I work for a couple of hours at home 
_reach day. 
. Allen Poe Award given to 
poets over 45 based on their 
life's works. 
Very often in the process of writing, I become aware that what 
has happened to me has happened to many others. I want to open 
up my experiences to others.'' 
Simic hopes that some of his poems are humorous. "The human 
condition is not completely grim. It's often quite funny. "" 
Grad writers off er mixed 
fare at the Forum Roorri 
B)' Ann Eastman 
A young woman with blonde 
hair cascading to her shoulders 
stands at the podium. Her face is 
illuminated by the light that ar-
ches iover h~r manuscript. Sally 
MacEachern reads from her 
work in a soft, Kenyan accent. 
In the Forum Room of the 
_library, a small but intent 
audience gathered on Monday 
nig~t to listen to graduate student· 
writers and poets read from their 
fi<'tion and ooetry. 
MacEachern read her story, 
''One Step At a Time,'' in a gentle 
voice which was sometimes dif-
ficult to hear. But the quality of 
her writing was worth the effort 
to listen. 
"One Step At A Time" deals 
with the "gradual shift" of 
growing_ away that occurs between 
two people. The story is told from 
a wife's point of view. In a fresh 
and poignant manner, 
MacEachern let the audience 
step inside her main character, 
so that the heroine's realization 
at the story's end is experienced 
by the audience, also. 
The second reader was poet 
Karen Einhorn. She has a tall, 
relaxed posture, and a soothing, 
careful voice that made listening 
easy. 
Her poems possessed a sen-
sitive, song-like quality. They 
were touched with humor and 
vfv1d imagery. One of her poems, 
"ChJcolaies for My Sister," told 
of the familiar threat that "sugar 
, is poison." Einhorn's point is that 
half the delight in chocolate is its ' 
forbiddenness. 
"I keep it for myself when the 
kiss falls away ... '' reads Einhorn., 
describing her ·savor ft>r 
chocolate. 
The second fiction· writer ·was . 
Ken Harper reading. __ T:roui- 'his 
_story entitled, "Your Best Friends" 
based on his experiences in Viet-
nam. · 
Haq,t:1 croatod !:I thoueht I 
provoking rendition of his 
situation there. 
His modest introduction to the 
story was, "I discovered that I 
wasn't a Hemingway or a 
Crane when it came to war." Har-
per expressed no pride or glory in 
being a soldier. 
Deborah Woodward then read 
~some of her poems. One, <;alled 
"A Knight Escorts Alice, 4 was 
based on Alice in Wonderland. 
It was told from the Knight's • 
point of view as he assessed 
Alice. The poem offered a 
refreshjngly different perspec-
tive. 
David Dane ended the evening 
with his short, witty pieces. He 
expressed a preference for prose 
poetry and in one titled, "Ex-
treme" he brought out the in-
teresting thought, "I wonder 
where a cold goes when it goes 
· away.'' 
Calendar 
Friday, March 1 7 
UNH Celebrity Series - Lotte Goslar' s Pantomime Circus 
in Johnson Theater at -8 p.m. UNH Students, tickets are 
$4 in advance and may be purchased at the MUB ticket 
office from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. General admission and 
tickets at tl-.-e door are $5. 
Holmes - a musical written and directed by UNH students. 
Tickets $1.50 at door only. Show at 8 p.m. in the 
Hennessey Theater in Paul Creative Arts building. 
Saturday, March 18 
Channel 11, WENH - "The End ~f Civilization (As We 
Know It)". 11:15 p.rn. The great Grandson of Sherlock 
Holmes, with his own Dr. Watson, in a comedy investi-
gation of an incident involving an American diplomat. 
WUNH, 91.3 F.M. - Requestfully Yours, with the Bull 
Brothers. 8-11 p.m. 
Sunday, March 19 
WUNH, 91.3 F.M. - King Biscuit Flower Hour, 10-11 p.m. 
"Levon Helm and the R.C.O. All Stars." Also included 
will be a special guest appear_ance by Paul Butterfield. 
Monday, March 20 
WUNH 91.3 F.M. - Blues with Bruce Pingree, 8-10 p.m. 
Theater by the Sea - The Shadow Box, a play by Michael 
<;:ristofer will run through April 3 at the Theater in 
Portsmouth. For ticket information, call (603 431-6660. 
Lotte Goslar and her pantomime circus performed poignant and funny skits with excellence. 
( Shannon Speir photo) 
Sensational circus .stun,s UNH 
By Janice T. Bourque A "Life of a Flower" portrays a 
Have you ever seen a flower man in a Manhattan backyard, 
cry? Or had a conversation with which is about the size of a 4ft. 
an ant'? Lotte Goslar has. x 4ft. green burlap bag. He plants 
Pantomine, a form of art using a seed and watches it grow into a 
only body movements and facial flower. To visualize a flower's 
expression ~ is void of verbal feelings is an undertaking that 
communication between the per- Lotte.does with sensitivity. 
formers. Goslar's Pantomine . The flower stretches for · the 
Circus shows that speaking is not sun, sways and tosses in the wind, 
the only way to communicate. gets rained on, catches a cold and 
The stage is bare. Nothing but . dies. 
a half-hidden piano peeks from The costuming plays an impor-
behind the curtain. Dust is on the tant part in all the numbers but 
floor. Suddenly, clowns, · in particularly in this one. Pieces of 
horrendously colorful slippers white tissue, in the shape of 
and robes, appear from out of the petals,are flipped over her face, a 
blackened stage, tripping and spray of yellow stamens crowns 
greeting each other in true circus her head, and a green robe 
style. drapes her body. 
The opening is deceiving The apparel is not only simple 
because of the "clowning" that but practical as well. For when it 
goes on. There is no clue that a rains, the tissue tears and easily 
delicate, poignant performance falls away as drooping petals. 
lies ahead. Also, in another piece entitled 
Donna Baldwin, in a simple The control of their lithe, 
light blue leotard and pants, muscled bodies stimulates the 
demonstrates how the folding of imagination. A dream is con-
the toes, the curving of an arch veyed in black and white in the 
and a stretch of the leg can f qrm of a_ black stage, a black 
develop a simple step into a man in black leotards (Mercie 
graceful, choreographed num- John Hinton) anc:,. a pale, white 
ber. nightgowned girl in a beam of 
Lotte performs solos at several ghostly white light. The eerie, 
points in the show. Each one windy quality of the accom -
reveals her innovative creativity paning music and graceful 
and understanding of human movements of the couple truly 
responses. portray , a dream-like state. 
Facial expression is an impor-
tant aspect of pantomine that 
requires patience and skill. The 
movements of the facial muscles 
must be exaggerated in order for 
the audience to perceive them 
clearly. 
The beauty of life, to be taken 
at its fullest and drunk in slowly 
like a bath of sunshine is told to 
an ant in "Conversation with an 
Ant". The little bug is so busy 
scurrying around that Lotte picks 
it up and tells it to slow down and 
look around and see the beautiful 
things. 
Few props are employed. The 
artist must use what is naturally 
pVailable to express what he 
lacks p~sically. Mercie gives an 
exarfip~ ,of this by parting an 
imaginary curtain aside and 
stepping into a circus-like world 
of jugglers and tightrope artists. 
The background music is 
piano, played by Justin Blasdale. 
The music set the mood of the 
presentation and gives motion to 
th~~anc~r'sfo~t. 
The simplicity by which each 
step, gesture and expression is 
performed is true dancing at its 
best. Amid leaps and bounds and 
pirouettes, Lotte Goslar and her 
troupe of seven dance their way 
into the hearts of their audience. 
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The Isles of Shoals 
Bleak beauty, rich history 
By Janice T. Bourque present a visual history of the 
"The incessant influence of Isles of Shoals by a display of 
wind, sun, rain, snow, frost, photographs, paintings, early 
and spray have so bleached charts and maps, manuscripts, 
the tops of the rocks, that look books and memorabilia of the 
hoary as if with age ... so for- many . artists who summered 
bidding are their shores, it there years ago. 
seems scarcely worthwhile Sergio Modigliani, architect 
to land upon them ... mere and designer of the presentation, 
heaps of tumbling granite in chose an uncluttered, simple 
the wide and lonely sea." 1 display . Various quotations, 
boldly printed in black on white 
That is how the Isles of Shoals pertaining to the islands . are 
first appeared to Celia Thaxter, dispersed amid an array of oils, 
artist and writer, when she stepped watercolors, and photographs. 
on · those tiny _ islands. Several Symmetrical, semi-cubicles 
of her works and those of other break up the usual monotonous 
artists are on exhibit until April wall displays that occur in most 
20 in the UNH Art Galleries. galleries. Each cubicle focuses 
Tlie exhibit's purpose is to on a_ particular aspect of the 
The Ettie girl probably wishes she could sit in the rocking 
chair and try it out. (Neil Hammer photo) 
· islands ' history without excess 
information. 
A peeling white rowboat, an an-
tique rocking chair, glass-
encased ceramics and writinj!. 
all remnants of a prosperous era, 
add concrete dimensions to the 
visual panorama. 
The Isles of Shoals, consisting 
of White, Star, Appledore, Cedar, 
Lunging and Duck, lie as a bound-
ary line off the coast of Maine 
and New Hampshire. The UNH 
1 exhibit traces the isles from their 
early discovery and documen-
tation, through the 1600's when 
primitive fishing colonies were 
based there ... including a few 
pirates: Black beard and Captain 
Kid. 
The isles became an active art 
colony and summer resort under 
· the talented and cultured hand of 
Celia Thaxter during the 1800's. 
They attracted famous in-
dividuals such as Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, Harriet Beecher 
Stowe, Ross Turner, and Ole Bull. 
The isles are now the site of a 
summer religious conference and 
a marine laboratory sponsored 
jointly by Cornell University and 
UNH. 
A documentary film accom-
panies the exhibit, arranged by 
Gary Sampson in conjunctfon 
with the UNH Media Services. 
The speaking is a bit fast at 
times, attempting to capture all 
the interesting and historical in-
formation. This is a minor flaw 
compared to the tremendous 
asset the film is in explaining the 
historical significance of the Isles. 
The exhibit's organization, use 
of clear, pertinent photographs 
and up-to-date musically accom-
panied filming is a creative piece 
of artistry. 
The creation of the documen-
tary film began last spring. "The 
idea of an exhibition devoted to 
the history and culture of the 
Isles of Shoals has been f ermen-
PAGE ELEVEN 
The Isles of Shoals exhibit in the galleries in Paul 
Creative Arts building (Neil Hammer photo) 
ting for many years," says Susan 
Faxon, director of the University 
· Galleries. Locating and collec-
ing the items for the exhibition 
began two years ago. 
Viewing the display initially 
can confuse the observer if he or 
she focuses on the creative ability 
of the artists and n6t on the 
overall visual history of the Isles. 
However, the early presentation 
of the film ·correlates the display 
I with the Isles' background. A 
greater appreciation and under-
!standing of the numerous pieces 
in the exhibit is gained when re-
jviewed following the film. 
I The exhibition achieves the 
1
purpose of grasping the richness 
1of the history of the Isles of 
!
'Shoals and its natural, forbidding 
beauty. 
This old rowboat sailed many seas around ·the Isles of 
Shoals. (Neil Hammer photo) 
·······················································~ • •• • • • 
: ABSOLUTELY FREE ABSOLUTELY FREE ABSOLUTELY FREE : 
, . • • : AN OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE e 
• YOUlt OWN RESIDENCE HALL ENVIRONMENT - : 
• • • • 
: The Department of Residential Life has an offer you : 
: shouldn't refuse: Come up with an idea for a mini-dorm : ! or special interest residence haJlyou'd like to live and learn : 
• in and we'll _ help you make it a reality!! Now that's an • • • • offer! • • • • • • e • • • Current special interests housed in the mini-dorms are: 4t 
•
• -creative arts : 
-academic ! -foreign language •· 
• -philosophy 
• -personal development • 
• -environmental I • 
•• EWANTTO ! If you've got an idea for a new concept--W .., • • • HEAR IT. For further information please contact Don Arnoudse, • 
: Assistant Director of Residences, 7 Stoke Hall, 862-1870. Pro- : 
: posal deadline is MONDAY, MARCH 24, 1978. : 
• • • -••e••• .. • .. ,••·••••·--••• .. ••••••·•-••••••••• .. •••••••••••••• 
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editorial---------
Dorm fire demonstrates quick thinking 
The UNH-Durham Fire Department and the en-· 
tire residence hall staff in Stoke are to be commen-
ded for their quick thinking and positive actions · 
during the dormitory fire last Tuesday. Their ac-
tions were the key in averting what could have 
been an ugly disaster. 
The residents responded as they were taught and 
the fire department personnel were quick on the 
scene. 
ter the UNH Fire Service Seminar; which was 
the first of its kind in the country. The seminar 
was sponsored by the UNH-Durham Department, 
and they obviously knew what they were talking 
about. 
When the smoky fire was discovered Tuesday 
afternoon, everyone concerned, from the floor 
residents, to the resident assistants, to the 
Residential Life personnel ',.to the fire fighters, did 
their jobs without undue c·onfusion and problems. 
The R.A.s were where they were supposed to be. 
Talk of the fire which killed nine women in a 
Providence College dormitory last December still 
lingers . While a comparison with the Stoke fire 
may be unfair, the lesson is still the same. Quick, · 
thoughtful action can serve to ward off any 
unusual problems, and most importantly, any 
serious injury. 
Everything which was taught in that seminar 
was practiced to perfection the next day in Stoke. 
And luckily, there was cooperation among those 
present at the scene. 
So again, a sincere thank you is appropriate. 
Without that necessary effort, we might be a sad-
der campus today. It's ironic that the fire broke outjus~ one da_v af".' · 
Academic Senate iS congratulated 
The Academic Senate is to be congratulated this 
week for passing the mid-semester course 
assessments. It's a trend we hope to see continued. 
We have been critical of the senate this year for 
inactivity and apparent stalling tactics with regard 
to the mid-semester evaluations and all other ac-
tion. But now that the first piece of important 
business has been completed, more should be 
forthcoming. 
the mid-semester assessments and they seem 
genuinely interested in seeing the program get off · 
to a positive start. Perhaps this attitude will carry 
through to other forthcoming business. 
was made which would make a grade of A more 
difficult to attain. / 
However, the wording of the motion was 
vague and, in essence, the proposal is not harsher 
thc1n the current guidelines concerning grading. If 
the senators want to take a strong stand on grade 
inflation, they should go ahead and do it. 
Students, faculty members and administrators 
seem sincere when they say they are acting for the 
students and are trying to keep the students' in-
terests at heart. It's a refreshing attitude. The senate should guard against inactivity and 
vagueness which has been a problem in the past. 
The time and the attitudes are right for positive, 
far reaching action. 
Jhe mid-semester assessments were adopted on 
a one-year trial basis by the senate last Monday. 
Students will have the option of completing the 
evaluations outside of classroom time. 
Many senators have good things to say about · 
There is · the possibility that the senate may 
slump back down into inactivity. The other piece 
. of legislation discussed Monday dealt with the 
issue of grade inflation. Grade inflation has been a 
recurr.ing problem at UNH for years. A motion 
Senators have started to act. We look for a lot 
of the same in the future. 
letters 
Fire 
To the Editor: 
We would like to take this oppor-
tunity to express o~ gratitude and ap-
preciation to the following people: 
The Durham-UNH Fire Department 
and UNH Police Department for the 
efficient way in which they responded 
to the fire which occurred in Stoke on 
Tuesday afternoon. Due to their ac-
tions, the fire was contained to-one 
room and there were no injuried ; 
Judy Syria and Ellen Dion from our 
custodial staff volunteered their time 
in cleaning up the resulting debris and 
stayed at Stoke until after 6 p.m. ; 
Kurt Hastings, a student from the 
eighth floor and volunteer fireman in 
Mason, assisted the fire department in 
coupling hoses and carrying air bottles; 
Stevie Keating, Area III Coordina-
tor, assisted the staff in crowd control 
and taking the roll call at Stillings; 
David Bianco, director of residential 
life, who assisted the head resident in 
organizing the move of students to 
Stillings for a head count and roll call; 
And last but certainly not least, the 
students of Stoke who were coopera-
tive in evacuating the building and 
were patrent in waiting for the smoke 
to be cleared. 



















To the Editor : 
The article in the Tuesday,_ F~b, 28 
e<litfon of -The New - Hamps~_ire ' 
contained several misunderstandings 
I would like to dispel. 
First, the budget did not "come un-
der fire from students CQRcerned 
about an $18,000 entry under the 
'heading of legal services." The in- . 
dividual was merely concerned as to 
where extra monies would go if 
Student Government contracted a law 
firm for less than the sum allotted. 
Very simply, this money would revert 
into reserves. May I point out the 
Student Government budget was 
closely examined and approved by 
both the Hearing Committee and the 
Bureau of the Budget. 
I investigated the "numerous com-
plaints from students about Barrett 
and McNeil}" as quoted in The New 
Hampshire Jmd foun.d.Jbey ~ffi9JID: 
ted to a fotal of three. If students are 
dissatisfied with the legal service 
program offered by Barrett and Mc-
Neill, I wish they would register their 
complaints with me. I am in the 
process of evaluating Barrett and 
McNeill, and judging by the comments 
on the evaluations made available to 
students at the lawyers' office, stu-
dents seem to be very pleased with both 
the legal service program and our at-
torneys. 
Students, help me make an accurate 
evaluation! · If you have any gripes, 
explain them on the evaluation form, 
leave me a note in my mail-box in the 
Student Government Office, or bette~ 
11:· · he Michae\Minigan 
I 
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131ll111q Secrelo1y DebtJ1e Bw,se 
yet , come to the open forum for com-
lplaints concerning the legal service 
program to be held Monday, March 29 
at 12 noon in the Commuter Lounge. 
Do you want a different legal ser-
vices program? It's your money. 
R~amond Barber 
Vice President for Student.S~rvices 
Lesson 
To the Editor: 
Yesterday I returned from my moth-
er's funeral. It's a very long journey 
to my home from UNH, so the last 
time that l had seen her before she 
died was at Christmas. 
Holidays spent in hospitals are far 
from memorable. However the words 
that mother last spoke to me there 
were ones which I will long remem-
ber, "Let my mistake be a lesson to 
you." 
Mother showed few signs of aging 
for a woman of 45, but two short years· 
of lung cancer transformed her into an 
elderly, timeworn woman. Mother 
smoked regularly-a pack a day for 
about 20 years . So what better mes-
sage could I possible leave with you 
than that which she last spoke to me? 
"Let my mistake be a lesson to you." 
Name withheld by request 
Judgeships 
To the Editor: 
It was a pleasure to read that Gover-
nor Thomson finally got around to 
· i one of the two Suoerior 
Court jndgeshios which the 1977 leg-
islature created. He chose very wen. 
The nomination of both David Souter, 
as Superior Court judge, and Thomas 
Rath, to replace Souter as Attorney 
General, are outstanding. Both men 
are worthy of the positions. 
However, the governor may not be 
aware that there still remains a va-
cancy on the New Hampshire State 
Supreme Court. With all the traveling 
that the governor has scheduled, 43 ex-. 
cursions fn just this past year, it is a 
wonder that he can afford the time 
to discuss some important state bus-
iness. Perhaps in one of his upcom-
ing swings through New Hampshire, 
he might want to sit down with our 
state leaders and consider accom-
plishing something constructive. 
Never have I seen an individual who 
spends so much time and speaks his 
mind on issues that do not directly 
affect his constituents. Without any 
disrespect intended, the governor has 
discussed his feelings about such sub-
jects as Taiwan, the Panama Canal, 
and the South African regime of John 
Vorster. Hovkver, he does not seem 
to be saying too much about the still 
vacant position on the Supreme Court. 
Governor Thomson stated that his 
trips have provided him with an edu-
cation. I suggest that the governor 
enroll for a cfiss in state government 
at the University. Perhaps then he 
-might realize that one must compro-
mise in order for the majority to bene-
fit. 
New Hampshire's judiciary system 
is suffering because of'Governor Thom-
son's stubbornness in not submitting 
the names of additional nominees for 
. . C ii The 
Correction 
~he story on Hooallouse· which appeared in the Friday 
March 3 issue of The New Hampshire inaccurately printed the 
number of out-patient visits to Hood House. The quote by David 
Regan, assistant director of health services, should have read 
"In recent years, Hood House has seen 22,000 out-patient-visits'. 
Based on the norm for this age group, we should be seeing bet-
ween 33,000.to 34,000 patients over a given time span.'' 
We re~ret the error. 
About Letters 
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to .the editor and 
prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any 
letter. · 
All lettei:s must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 
words in order to be printed. All letters are subject t'O minor editing. 
Final decisions on letters are the editor's. · 
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire Room, 151, 
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N .H. 03824. 
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Guest Commentary--------...... --------------- Paul Hayden 
:.Nuclear energy defended 
I am a UNH student who is interested in 
this country's future and am tired of all the prop-
aganda circulating with "facts" about nuclear 
energy. I, for one, find it difficult to reach a 
rational decision about anythih-g• without first 
examining the individual aspects of the issue. 
After wading through the mountains of informa-
tion, both pro and con, I have been able to come 
. to a decision concerning the benefits of nuclear 
energy. I will attempt to distribute some validated 
information showing our need for it, by addressing 
. some misconceptions. 
A major question to~ay seems to center around 
· the topic of nuclear waste. The two types of 
waste, liquid and gaseous, pose no need for con-
. cern for our lives or our environment., .according 
to D.W. Moeller, President of the Health and 
Physics Society. 
Radioactive wastes are separated from :re~ctor 
coolants, sealed in special containers, and shipped 
to licensed disposal areas. Before disposal, they 
are stored in these containers to allow decay. 
The low level wastes are diluted to harmless levels 
and then discharged into lakes, rivers, and oceans. 
These levels are so low that an exposed individual 
can receive no more than three millirems (mrems) 
per year. This is compared with the 30 mrems 
received yearly from rocks and minerals. 
Gaseous wastes are discharged into the atmos-
phere after they are stored to permit decay. This 
is done in accordance with federal regulations. 
These _levels are so low, that a pers~n 5.itting on 
a fence at a plant site 24 hours a day, 365 days 
a year,· will receive less than five mrems a year. 
As a point of comparison, everyone is exposed 
to 100 to 150 mrems of radiation yearly frnm 
natural sources. The increased exposure of the 
average individual is less than one percent of the 
natural background radiation. · 
It is, · therefore, easy to see that waste from 
nuclear power plants poses no threat to ourselves · 
or our environment. America is now dev€loping 
the means for supplying itself with much needed 
energy at a minimal risk factor to all in the form 
of nuclear power plants. 
Paul Hayden is a sophomore political science 
major interested in the nuclear powe~ issue. 
governor has -indicated that his nom-
inees are "still cooking", and at one 
point even suggested that he might 
consider waiting until next year in or-
der to re-submit his nominees. By 
then he reasons, a differently com-
posed Council will surface; one that 
would approve of his choices. 
majority of the game an<f BU knows 
. it (ask its coach). It seems like sour 
grapes, but anyone there could see 
that UNH deserved to win--we just 
got one too few of the breaks. 
Even though the season ended · · -
abruptly in Boston, we can't ask for .---------------------:----------... 
Governor Thomson should realize 
that the integrity of our judicial sys-
. tern will not be sacrificed. Further-
more, I suggest that the governor 
spend a little less time at the travel 
agency, and more time in New Hamp-
shire, familiarizing himself with the 





To the Editor: 
After a crucial loss, it seems too 
easy to say that we should have won. 
It's always a poor substitute for vic-
tory, especially when the game was 
only inches from a different outcome. 
Well, we were there at the BU rink 
last Tuesday and we saw the UNH 
hockey team play and ya know, we 
should have won. 
The only thing BU did better . was 
play dirty. UNH out-hustled, out shot, 
out checked and outplayed BU for the 
So, to the UNH hockey team we say 
good playing and congratulations--al-
most. See you next year. 




38 Young Drive 
Durham 
The season is now over, but we 
would like to take this opportunity 
to thank the UNH hockey team for 
an the exciting moments of the 1977-78 
season. 
Granted, it was a slow start, but we 
were with you all the way, and it's 
been well worth it. Watching Dana 
Barbin, Frank Barth, and all the other 
freshmen develop into first class Di-
vision .I hockey players has. showed 
us that UNH will be in it for years 
to come. Seeing Mark Evans suddenly 
explode to keep UNH in game aft~r 
game ha·s kept the contests as thrilling 
as ever. And being in Snively Arena 
for ,..,llarlie Holt's 200th win was a 
privilege in itseli.. -
anymore. The team, led by seniors 
Fontas, Burns, Blood, and Evans, 
surprised the campus and the ECAC 
by having a shot at the playoffs. 
Although we couldn't cheer you on 
from the front row, we were Wiere 
going nuts on the goals and groaning 
on the near misses. 
Gentlemen, we thank you. 
The guys behind 





To The Editor: 
A friend of mine visiting Vanderbilt 
University (which I attend) from UNH 
brought a copy of your newspaper, and 
I must tell you how wonderful I found 
the "Klondike Annie" column. 
How refreshing it is to realize that 
somewhere a University paper has 
thrown off the chains of stuffed-shirt, 
status-quo student journalism and 
taken on the challenge of publishing 
new, fresh, innovative material. My 
congratulations to you for doing a fine 
job. 
TomAgoston 
President, F .N.E.H. 
Vanderbilt Univ. 
The New Hampshire _ 
The New Hampshire is now accepting applications for 1978-79 positions 
H you're interested in joum~lism, anything {~om writing to production 
to· layout come work with us. 
We off er a stimulating atmosphere and a real learning experience. 
I • 
The new staff will take over with our April 11 . issue. 
The New Hampshire is seeking imaginative and dedicated students for the following PAID positions: 
Editor-in-Chief News-Editors (2) Productio-ns Associate 
Managing Editor Sports Editor Copy Editor 
Business Manager Arts Editor Circulation Manager 
Adv~rtising Manager Photography Editor Advertising Associates 
Applications are avallable in room 1S1 of the MUD. 
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* * t Blank Paperback Books ! 
* * t l\fg. price $2.50 t 
! special price $1. 50 ! 
* * t 64 main st. durham~ 868-9661; 
* * * * ~*******************************~ 
Today is 
the fiast day 
of the rest 













If you are a college student preparing for a career in the visual or performing _arts, here 
is a unique opportunity to earn 12 credits while gaining practical work experience as 
an apprentice to a distinguished New York professional. Join students from over 25 
states and 45 colleges who have found the Arts Apprenticeship Program a most en-
riching a·nd valuable experience. Apprenticeships can be arranged based on individ-
ual experience and interest and include: · 
PAINTING/SCULPTURE/PRINTMAKING/CINEMA 
GRAPHIC DESIGN/PHOTOGRAPHY /VIDEO-TELEVISION 
MUSEUM-GALLERY WORK/INTERIOR DESIGN/THEATRE 
• Discover, up front, how successful professionals function in the most competitive 
and provocative city .in the world. 
• Venture b~yond the classroom environment to preview your field by actually work-
ing in a demanding professional environ_ment. 
• Enjoy an exciting semester in New York - arts and communications capital of the 
world - with its museums, galleries, cinema, theatres. 
• Audit, free, two courses from among the more than 1,000 offered by Parsons and The 
New School, whose faculties include an impressive roster of New York's top profes-
sionals. _(Except summer.) 
Tuition: $1,250 for 12 credit hours in fall and spring; 
$750 for 6 credit hours in summer. 
For more information, mail the coupon below or call collect (212) 741-8975 
~-----------------------~ # Director of Special Programs 17 t I Parson-; School of Design • I 
I 66 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10011 I 
I Plea~e send me more information about the I 
•= Parsons / NewSchoolArtsApprenticeshipsProgram. P.~ RSO N s 
I am interested in the O Spring D Summer 
D Fall semester. 
! ~:;~eaof;nte,esi;; ___ SCHOOL 
\ ~~::::,.m,---OF DESIGN 
--------------------~ A Division of the New School 
Wolllen's Center shares 
. WOMEN'S CENTER 
continued from page 4 
Alexander says, "A lot of women 
don't know we are here yet either. 
and some, who haven't used the 
Center, are turned off to the 
Women's Center because they 
think everything is lesbian. In 
this country, the Lesbian Move-
ment -has allied itself to the 
Women's Movement, and that 
reputation keeps them away. 
We're not saying there are no 
lesbians working here. We're 
saying that this is a center for 
everyone." 
The Center's primary function 
is as a clearinghouse of informa-
tion. They keep files on area 
medical and psychiatric facilities, 
counselors, lawyers, and other 
women's groups. 
"We can refer people to any 
women's group in the a.rea, a 
divorce support group, a women's 
law collective," says graduate 
student Kate Storms, Center 
coordinator. "If someone comes 
in and wants help in terms of 
professional development, well 
for one woman who came in, we 
managed to find a group that 
dealt with women -in manage-
ment. 
"We have medical and 
psychological resources all over 
the state," says Storms. "We 
listen when people come in with 
problems and we can give in-
dividual and group support, but 
we aren't counselors. Sometimes 
·we may ref er someone to · the 
Counseling and Testing Center on 
campus. 
"Our services are available to 










are concentrating on reaching 
University students." 
This semester, the Center will 
be offering consciousness-raising 
groups for graduate women, 
undergraduate women, men and 
lesbians. 
A program called "Women in 
t'1e Arts" is planned, and "We'd 
also like to get together a publica-
tion called Celebration of 
Women," says Lisa Dow, "to 
expose the efforts of and support 
outstanding women on camous. '' 
Alexander is working on a 
gynecological survey to add to 
the Center's referral files. 
Other plans are tentative. With 
four out of five new collective 
members, the Center is having 
trouble getting organized. 
"Last semester I think we did 
a good job with the programs," 
says Cappell. "This semester we 
are working more on the office, 
on training new staff, getting 
more information on groups we 
can refer people to." 
"But we have to work on our 
outreach programs to the dorms, 
to let people know we are here," 
says collective member Anne 
Caputi. 
"I'd like to see the Center de-
velop as a place where any 
woman can find out what's hap-
pening on campus," says Storms. 
"We will be having meetings," 
says Caputi, ''so all interested 
persons can know what we are 
doing. The more people that 
come to these meetings, the more 
we'll do--we need that imput. " 
"We've reached about 1000 stu-
dents," says Cappell, "But we 
need to reach more.'' 
Oceania 
DOWNTOWN DURHAM 
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500 residents at(end Town Meeting 
TOWN MEETING 
continued from page 1 
according to Chamberlin. 
Under the back-up plan, the 
town will repair the incinerator in 
order to comply with the air 
quality standards for $189,000 of 
which the University will pay 
half. 
If the new solid waste disposal 
plant is built, the University will 
be able to buy energy-producing 
steam from the plant at 80 per-
cent of the cost of oil. 
The University estimates it 
could get 20 percent of its energy 
needs from the steam, a by-pro-
duct of the burning solid waste. 
"If we get 20 percent. of our 
energy at 80 percent of the cost, · 
we'll be saving something," said 
Eugene Leaver, director of the 
University physical plant. 
One town resident asked the 
selectmen whether they had con-
sidered the increased traffic of 
trucks on Main Street from 12 
towns delivering their garbage to 
the proposed plant. Selectman 
Malcolm Chase told him that with 




388 STATE ST. 
PORTSMOUTH, N.11. 03801 
TOR DUS IN ESSES AND 
INDl\' IIHJALS 
T ninscribing / let tcrs 





Electronic M imcograph / Stencil 
Special Studcnl Rules 
PROMPT PERSONAi 
PROFESSIONAL 
:\IONIJAY - FRIIJAY 
e,·eninl!s G • 9 pm 
Suturnu~ 1 , ~ .... .. . , n infmcnl 
and out of the town each day, the 
impact of the trucks would be 
minimal. 
The towns, in addition to 
Durham, Madbury and 
Barrington, which may enter into 
the agreement are Greenland, 
Newington, Northwood, Straf-
ford , Lee, Newfields, 
Newmarket, Rollinsford, and 
Stratham. 
The approximately 500 residents 
who attended the town meeting 
also postponed debate until this 
summer on a: proposed $75,000 
fire station because the town had 
not yet decided on a site for the 
station. 
In ballot voting before the 
meeting,-the residents aiso elect-
ed Theodore Finnegan ana re-
elected Owen Durgin to the Board 
of Selectmen. 
The town also commended Sel-
ectman Malcolm Chase, who is 
stepping down from the Board af-
ter being a member for ten years, 
for his service to Durham. 
The meeting adjourned at 
about 11 p.m., and the residents 
voted to continue it tomorrow 
morning at 9 a.m. in the Oyster 
River High School. 
There are 17 more articles 
which must be considered by the 
residents, including a proposed 
baseball and soccer field, cable 
television, and withholding the 
Public Servic Company's (PSC) 
17 percent rate increases. 
About •six other towns have 
voted to withhold payment of the 
increase since the PSC is using 
the money to pay for construction 
of the Seabrook power plant, and 
their residents will not be 
. receiving its service for a num-
. ber of years. 
;i-c~~~C~C~~C)~~~411111H,...()~¥ 
f I I Area II Students. I 
I BUSES TO BOSTON I 
i i 
'
= Every Saturday ,= 
_ starting tomorrow 
I I 
-- Only $2.00 i 
I . -i Leave Quad 9 a. m. j 
1
a Leave Boston 5 p. m. ,= 
! Sign-up: Area II Desk in Devine = 
11 Sponsored by Programming . Board I 
603-436-8184 L- i 
, ___________ ___., ~)4119(.)41119(J~l~)~>~<•-••~c141119<)' 
MUBPUB 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
VACANCIES 
Now accepting applications for positions on the MUB 
Pub Board , of Directors. Four students participate 
on the Board by establishing rules and procedures 
for the Pub, assist in government and budget matters, . 
and evaluate Pub entertainment. · 
Candidates will be elected by the Student Body. 
Elections will be held Thursday, March 30th. 
All possible candidates submit a written application 
including name, address, phone number, and a letter 
expressing reason for interest in being a member 
of the Pub Board to: 
~tephanie Berg 
Administrative Office, Room 322 
MUB 
Tuesday, March 28th, an open session will be held 
in the Senate Room of the MUB from 6-7 p.m. 
to outline Board member duties and responsi~ilities. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, MARCH~, 
1:00p.m. 
PAGE FIFTEE f\1 
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~ Grass By Mail? ~ 
- Not from us. Not yet. But for everything else you need now, ~ 
:: send for our FREE. illustrated, direct mail, consumer catalog. 
,,,,,._ Choose from the widest, wildest collection of pipes, bongs. ~ 
~ smoke savers, papers, clips. carburetors, rollers, scales, cany-
~ ing cmd storing stashers. hend littl"ature-to nothing-left-out! ~ Use your free copy for one-stop-shopping-by-mail ... with ) I 
~ 
the convenience and privacy of mail delivery included in 
Mellow Mail's moderate prices (never an extra charge!) 
Put together by us, this handsome catalog of top-quality 
(
smoking paraphernalia is ours alone. And yours for the ~ 
asking. Please include your Zip Code. 
Send for your FREE CATALOG today! ~~ 
\\ MELLOW MAIL/P.O. Box S-58 / New York/ NY / 1001 ~ ~ 
l~ ~\\llllt,.r/~... ~--" 
Congratulations! 
Now what? 
You can work 9 to 5 for the man . o r you can wo rk lu ll t 1me for m an ~1nd 
The PEACE CORPS and VISTA o f fer you a rea l al tern ative that could t>e the most 
rewarding experience of your life 
In the PEACE CORPS you can go where your ski l l s and tra ining ar e need ed You 
can live in a new land . speak a new language. and be adopted b y a new peop le 
VISTA offers you the opportunity to help people right here In th, s cou nt r•1 . 
whether it's in ti"'e troubled ghetto. the mountains of Appalachia. or In your o wn 
community 
If you want to do something really important . consider the PEACE CORPS o, 
VISTA . .. because you CAN make all the difference ,n the wo rl d 
Interested students are invited to stop by the PEACE CORPS 
and VISTA information booth in the MUB on Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Thursday, March 28, 29 and 30th from 9 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. PEACE CORPS and VISTA recruiters will be con-
ducting personal Interviews with seniors and grad students 
on these same days In the placement office. 
COME IN AND DISCUSS YOUR FUTURE; 
WE'LL SHOW YOU HOW TO USE THAT DIPLOMA 
Seniors and grad students sh ou ld s,gn up fo r Interv ,ew s ,n the Placem en t Olf ,ce 
PAGE SIXTEEN 
Happy St. Patrick,s Day 
to all our readers 
from 
the New Ha1n shire sta 
Putting· 
this 
face· __ ~ -
in yourfuture. 
·v our Fideiii) u rioP field Associate can 
heJr, plan your financial future with 
CollegeMaster. CollegeMaster is the nation's 
leader in life insurance for college seniors. 
find out about Collt"geMaster. 
Call the fidelity Union CollegeMaster® 
Field ,\ssociate in your arc-a: 
Richard Huss 
868-5500 
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Kaklalllanos changing group illlage 
STUDENTS 
continued from page 4 
byists for the University cause. 
''Last year was a budget year, 
and they (Fischer and O'Neill) 
ran a good campaign. The 
question I have is, 'How effective 
were they?' How many votes they 
actually swayed is hard to 
figure-you really don't know.'' 
This semester , Kaklamanos 
has recruited senior forestry 
major John,. Bitzer to assist on 
campus. Kaklamanos is · als~ a 
Democratic state representative 
from Nashua and isn 't always 
available at UNH. 
"Jim's a very busy person, " 
Bitzer said. "I'm just an in-
terested and involved student and 
I want to help him out as much as 
I can." 
Kaklamanos and Bitzer have 
'.f3nd-P: 
devised a program for next Thurs-
day for the 14 UNH students who 
are also state representatives. At 
that time, Kaklamanos said the 
group will discuss legislation af-
fecting the University which may 
come up in a special session of 
the legislature later in the spring. 
Students for the University will 
also be involved with a March 29 
program of the Dean of Students 
Office which will bring the 
University Trustees to Durham, 
and possibly into classrooms. 
Kaklamanos said he is also 
planning to meet with alumni 
leaders in order to "develop good 
communications with them." 
"One drawback is that we're in 
an off-year in terms of legislative 
action," Kaklamanos said . The 
legislature will not be in full 
session until next year. "But even 
in an off-year, we can take the 
'-C Re-Cycled Clothing 
Water St. 





Jeans - Khaki- Corduroys 
SNAP BUITON SHIRTS. SCARFS 
Old Style .Clothes 
Silk dresses ,\II:. Blouses 
Nlte Gowns - Bedjackets 
Hours -Tues - Sat-12-5:30 
659-5634 
initiative and show the legislators 
how interested we are." 
· Kaklamanos said another 
problem is that there _are only 
seven weeks left in this semester 
to plan around. 
"That's not much time to ex-
pand the program,'' he said. 
"That's the main reason why I'm 
trying to recruit more people for 
next year." 
Peter Hollister, director of 
University relations , is an ad-
visor to Students for the UnivP.r-
sity. He said he is pleased with 
the new format of-the organiza-
tion. 
''I think Jim realizes his limits 
as an information center since he 
is a state representative too," 
Hollister said. "I'm very happy 
that he's gotten John Bitzer to 
work with him. John will be 
helping to coordinate the infor-
mation system without the 
problem of being tied to a party 
affiliation.'' 
Hollister helped Kaklamanos 
and Bitzer plan the upcoming 
programs and said, "It's not only 
the legislators they're working 
on, but trustees and alumni as 
well. That was the original intent 
of Students for the University, to 
be an information center." 
State Representative Leo 
Lessard (D-Dover) said he felt 
the budget-lobbying effort last 
year was effective and had a 
"profound impact on the 
legislators." 
"But frankly," he said, "!think 
removing the word lobbyist from 
the description is a good idea. 
You get a negative connotation 
from 'lobby' and I don't think the 
basic function of the group is 
going to change that much." 
''The only people really in 
touch with the University are the 
students and the faculty," Bitzer 
,, said. And sometimes, even those 
people lose touch. This is an area 
which really needs help, and 
. that's what we're gomg to try to 
d " . o. 
f'~ ...... ,.... ....... ~~,.....~>41119« ..... >IIIIIM~~~>411119-C)elllM ..... ~,..... .................. ..... >411119C,......~~, 
i STUDENTS, FACULTY: · I 
= I I We need your help! The UNH Women's Center is compiling a resource file on gynecological 
= care in the area (southeastern New Hampshire). If you have visited a local gynecologist i I with in the last year and would like to share your experience, please fill out this survey and = 
= I I drop it off at our office in the MUB, Room 136. _ 
= ' I Gynecologist/clinic visited. ____________ date of visit.____________ I I office address ________________ telephone (if known)_______ __ I 
: 1. During the visit, were efforts made on the part of the doctor and staff to make you feel comfor- I I table and at ease? How did you feel during the visit? ... 
= I I = 
:I 2. How effective were the mechanics of the visit in meeting your needs? (For example, was enough I 
: time spent with the doctor, was the exam rushed, etc.) I ' : 
: ' I 3. Please comment on the gynecologist's attitude toward you as a patient. (Was he/she concerned II in different, caring, patronizing, etc.) ' _ 
= I ' -
'
: 4. Was the gynecologist willing to answer your questions fully? Did she/he volunteer information I 
during the exam? 
i I i 5. With the cost of the visit in mind, do you feel your needs were met adequately? I 
:: 6. Would you recommend this physician to others? Why or why not? I 
I I I If you have visited more than one area gynecologist, please answer the questions on a separ- ,-1 ate sheet of paper. Longer responses than above space permits are welcomed. Thank you j 
= VERY much for your help . 
.... ()4IIIIIH ..... J~C)..-.C~C>~C>~)411111H)~)---C)~C)..-C~)~CMlll9()~C)419{)419{)--()--C)~()..-.C~(J._.(J~~ 
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Students 01ore interested in business 
ADMISSION~ 
continued from page 2 
Assistant Director of- Career 
Planning and Placement Mary 
Jane Pernaa said, "More fresh-
men ana sophomores are corrim.g 
.into our office in the past few 
years. They are steering away 
from teaching and towards 
~usiness. They want to study sub-
jects they 'can do something 
with." 
- ·Associate Dean of Liberal Arts 
Melville Neilson attributes the 
decrease in liberal arts' 
popularity to "living in a time of 
vocational concern." 
Rochester's Spaulding High 
School guidance counselor Clair 
Vanzandt agreed that students 




co_ntinued from _[:~age 1 _ 
staying with friends on the floor. ·. 
'A temporary room in Sawyer-
Hall was provided for them by 
Robert Gallo, assistant dean of 
students. 
According to Klein, the smoke 
-damage to clothes was not exten-
sive. "Everything was blackened• 
by soot," Klein said. "All of otlr 
notes and textbooks are 
waterlogged." 
Bliss commended the 
cooperation between the 
residential staff's evaculation of 
the building. 
The building was back in full 
operation in four hours, he said. 
Volunteer 
Summer Program 
June 24 -August 13, 1978 
The program combines Christian 
community living experience 
with volunteer service to the 
poor. The program is open to 
single Catholic men, 18-30 years 
vf age. Writo or caU Jim · 
Robichaud, OMI, 100 Cushing St., 
Cambridge, MA., 02138 
(Tel: 617-868-3740) 
specific areas. "Many of the 
·students are going into the 
biological· sciences, engineering 
and business because they feel 
that's where the jobs are," he said. 
"They are avoiding liberal arts 
since it doesn't train them for 
anything specific. 
"The kids are far more goal 
oriented and career conscious 
than in the 1960s when I was in 
school," she said. 
A<;!l;9_tc;llmL_to V ailZ8:l:l~~L students 
in the 1960s were more liberal .-
arts conscious. "I was interested 
in geography and history as a 
student," she said. "Later, I 
decided to go into guidance coun-
selling because it was more 
relevant.'' 
Hie;h school senior Brett Bron-
!Ion from Lincoln, N.H. plans to 
major in Animal Science when he 
comes to UNH next fall . "I have a 
better chance of getting a job in 
that area than if I study general 
liberal arts,'' he said. 
., High school senior Bob 
De2race said, "I'm planning on 
study business. I want to get a 
job when I get out of college." 
According to Savage, the trend 
towards career related and 
Specific studies will probably 
change. "Five years ago 
engineering was an unpopular 
field and has it swung into 
,popularity," he said. "Trends 
usually change. The pendulum 
may swing the other way towards 
. liberal arts in the future.'' 
A New Dimension in Cinema Luxury 
FOUR EXCITING THEATRES UNDER ONE ROOF! 
I, 
CINE 1-2·3·4 
NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200 
*************************************************~ 
* . * * * . 
* * * * * * * * * * 1 M.laflt "Pnttnb tht.1lt An~l ! 
* .......... * 
ff .9tuDEN T 'f>HOi06"RAl'HV i 
ff .y,- E.xH IBITION .-t .. ·~· ~ 
* * * * * * * * * * ; . No entry fee, no prizes - This is just an exhibition ! 
* * .Please submit portfolios only (minimum 5 or 6 prints) 
* * ! to MUSO office, Rm. 148 MUB ! 
* . Entry deadline is April 3rd * 
; * * . The show will be April 11 & 12 * 1 
* * * * * * * * * * t So get busy people, gather up your best efforts ! 
; This is an excellent opportunity to show your work! ! 
! Questions? See Bill in MUSO office or call 862-1485 ! 
* * * * * * * * 
PAGE SEVENTEEN 
~******************************~ 
* * * * ! Make yourself green ! 
..,,. on * 
: ST. PATRICK'S DAY * 
: WITH MAKE UP FROM ~ ! 
* THEOUTBACK ~KQr ! 
t * 
* * We also have 1 leprauchaun ears!! t
* * ; ~******************************~ 
As advertised in 





Many Other Men's Leather 
Casuals Available From $11.99 
WHY PAY MORE? 
RED'S.~~~a~~ :~~: 
BROADWAY WEEt(DAYS 9:3p - 9 
SAT. 
9:30 - 5 DOVER 
End of Winter 
Clearance Sale 
35-65% OFF ALL 
DOWN AND POLARGUARD PARKAS AND VESTS 
Some examples 
North Face Sierra Parka 
North Face True North Parka 
Sierra Designs Whitney Parka 
Alpine Designs Breckenridge Parka 
Trails West Parka 
Western Trails Avalanche Parka 
Camp 7 Vest II 65/35 
Western Trails Vest 
Reg. 85.00 now 49.95 
Reg. 70.00 now 42.00 
Reg. 91.00 now 49.50 
Reg. 60.00 now 29.95 
Rreg. 42.00 now 14.95 
Reg. 44.50 now 22.25 
Reg. 41.00 now 31.50 
Reg. 19.95 now 14.95 
ALSO 30% OFF ALL 
. Woolrich chamois and wool shirts, wool 
sweaters from Peter Storm, Mountain Threads, 
and Patagonia, Altra home sewi~g kits 
PLUS 40-50 % OFF ALL 
Spectrum cross-country stretch suits, Woolrich wool 
and corduroy knickers, Woolrich heavy wool pants, 
down booties, crampons.:1 Kombi ski g_loves 
~nd mittens, hats, anu thermal socks. 
CRot~~JirJ?~i5[f(?PitktGES 
Some examples 
Odyssey Sojourner Waxless Reg. 89.95 now 59.95 
Rossignol Caribou Fiberglass Reg. 109.95 now 82.50 
Bonna 2200 Fiberglass Reg. 114.95 now 86.00 
AND MUCH MOREii! 
SALE ENDS APRIL 1 
TJJjk/tmt55 Cnd/1 · 
pettee brook lane 
durham. new hampshire 0382't 
tel. 868,-~584 
Wilderness camping, backpacking 
and ski ~l:lrlng eQUipment 
* * ~***********************************************# I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t. 
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Dean of Students search continues 
Authorized Sales.• Service ~ Supplies 
DEAN APPLICANTS 
continued from page 6 _ _ 
in the reviewing of the several 
hundred applications received 
and working with the committee 
in the screening process, he said. 
It's Here! 
According to-Tandy, he appoin-
ted Waldman and Schroeder 
because they had an interest in 
working with the selectton 
process and · both - have dealt 
The First PEOPLE FOR KOLODNY 
. FUNDRAISING COFFEEHOUSE 
,---•--••-•--•-•-•"{: 
i SPRING FEVER IS I 
SUNDAY, MARCH 19 6-10 P.M. 
AT 
SCAMMELLGRANGE-DOWNTOWNDURHAM 
(Opposite Post Office) 
: IN THE AIR ' 
' 
YOU CAN WATCH IT 
: WITH THESE SPECIALS: I 
' WAS NOW': ' I Woman's Bean-Type Slip-on Shoes S-20.00 814.99: A.A.U. Leather Basketball Shoes 818.00 814.991 
'
: Men 's Checked Cotton Shirts 815.00 811.99: 
: PLUS MANY NEW ITEMS I 
I = 
' 
... Canvas Tote Bags (Personalizing Available) 86.00' 
Bruins Tote Bags 87.00 ... 
Men' s RainJackets 810.00 ,-
1 .. Men's & Women's T-Shirts 83.90 & 84.99 Tube Tops 83-85 : 
: Assorted Visors 83.00 ' 
A Woman's Khaki Hats 85.00 ... 
I Canvas & Macrame Handbags from 87.00 i 
i : 
0 ' I BODY & SOLE I 
' = 
: ' ' : I 42 Main St. I 
I Durham, N.H. I 
1 868-2301 . I 
~>4111119ot~,...._,,.....,,..._H111119Cl411119n n n - ✓◄ 
Featuring performances by: GEORGEANNE BAINO 






FREE COFFEE & CRACKERS 
YOUR OWN WINE, CHEESE, 
$$$ CONTRIBUTIONS ACCEPTED AT DOOR . 
ETC. I 
ALL PROCEEDS WILL GO TO THE LEGAL FUND 
FOR ANNETTE KOLODNY 
COFFEEHOUSE 
Sponsored by Cool-Aid 
Marclz 18 , 9 µm - 12 pm , Congreve, North Lounge 
$. 75 - ad111issio11 includes: 
Continuous live entertainment, coffee, tea, 
cider, pastries 
classified ads 
cars for sale 
~~~·f -1l7~ i~Ra~r:tJ:~r~o:~r~. t~~ 
celleru condition. Asking $2,750 Call 868-9787. 
Ask fu-:- Cvndv Hurlburt . 3/21 
FOR SALE : 1971 Plvmouth Valiant . Call to · 
see. Price Negotiable. Also : 1''1sher step x-
countr_v skis. bindings and poles. New this 
ye.1 r Si5. Call Evenings and weekends 742-
i50:3 :!/28 
VW for Sall' . 1969 Beetle in Excellent running 
condition. 2 owners 72 .000 original miles . 
regula r maintenance. Man_v New Parts . 7 
mounted tires . Askirig $1075.00 Call evenings 
➔,IJ ·/b:JI 
l972 Ford Torino, 6 cylinder. New Tires . 
Had major tune up m Dec.ember. Good 
running condition. Call 868-5570 after 5 p.m . 
3/21 
1972 Pinto, good condition, 40,000 miles . 
$950. call 926-4557. 3/21 
1967 Barracuda Fastback 120,000 miles. 6 
cylinder. 3 speed manual. $200 or best offer. 
Call 659-5249after 5 p.m . 3/ 17. 
GMC - Jimmy. 4x4. locking . hubs, 1973. 
54.000 miles . Excellent condition, new equip. 
include clutch pressure plate, tires t Michelin 'X' ) ~~ic;:,r~:~~m,.~:~24negotiable. 724-7~. 
196i!Ford always starts, good running con-
ditiorr. Asking $300. 659-2002. 3/21 . 
1973 Datsun 610 Statfon
1
Wago~:--~ut~·;;;at·i~ 
tr~nsmissic:m, 25 m!les plus MPG ; recently ' 
pamted-Be1ge: i:ad1als; excellent condition , 
throughout. Possesses excellence and depend-
ability that once belonged to Volvo. $2150. 
or reasonable offer. 868-5122. 3/17 
1968 q1evy Impala , 327 Automatic, excellent 
cond1t1on. One owner. New paint, only $650. 
See R1ck .M1lls at WUNH Radio. MUB: or 
call Berwick Maine 1207 > 698-1673. 3/24. 
1970 9alaxie 500. Automatic trans . Power 
Steermg. Includes trailer hitch and snow 
tires. $350 or best offer. 742--0492. 3/31 
. pre-paid ela11 ad form 
10 UAD Al fOLLOWI: __ ·-----------------
PLEAS£ PAINT MUSTRPUfd» 
' 
Fl&IT JMa:aTION: 11.• for N worda or• 1-M r. ... 11 •--•Ila. 
EAffll CQNS&frUTIVE INRll'nON; &.26 M•I• b ..... of W •. 
,....,._. .. nmn•u aft4 datft e.euet • w word; ll111y1r1rflll•-•tsd• __. eaaat • "'9. 
· ........ OIi Nf plr\ ""'1t OM addilional 11111. 
Afflt.fflCl.: TORUN _  TIMD. 
Mae c:htcbP.tYabU to: 'l')w New Haapallire, Rm. lJL ....... U.iea. 
For Sale: 1974 Triumph 500.MX Needs elec-
trical repair. $500 or Best, reasonable offer. 
742-6617 anytime. l/l7 
1970 OPEL KADETT WAGON. 83,000 mi 
Good Shape Starts well. 6 radials Incl . 2 
snows $650 or Best offer. Call Ian Campbell 
749-3494after6p.m . 4/4 · 
1973 VW KOMBI van, 80,000 miles, new 
radial snow tires , tape deck, carpeted, runs 
well; $2500orbestoffer. 742-9529 4/11 
VW Bus '70 body okay interior clean, good 
tires engine has burnt valve must see for 
yoursel1$400.00 Three Rivers Farm, Peter 
742-5955 
1977 FIAT x-1/9 Forced to sell my beautiful 
sports car. Like new. Rustproofed. 8,000 
miles. $4,100 or best offer. Lyndeborough 
654-9698. 3/28 
Need RELIABLE transportation? Air-
Conditioned Bonneville, Auto, p.s ., p.b., runs 
like a charm and looks good too! Well main-
tained 1966. Mist green with Vinyl top. Only 
$600. Call Jim ( 207) 363-5573. 4/14 
FOR SALE 1966 VW sedan solid body, good 
tires and motor new valves but needs work. 
on muffler, clutch cable, master brake cyl. 
must sell make offer 659-3466 3/21 
FOR SALE 1973 Dodge Van Tradesman B-
200, PS, PB, Ziebart. "Excellent dependable 
vehicle. New baby must sell 2200 or best of-
fer 659-3466 3/28 . 
1971 Toyota Corona Deluxe Sedan, 4-door, 
good engine, some rust, averages 23 mpg, 
AM-FM radio. You don't find lhese often. 
Best offer over $750. Call 659-3058 eves . 3/24 
For Sate 1977 Ford i,·-150· 112 ton Pickup · 
8 foot bed, step side, ziebarted, Heav} 
duty suspension step and ton bumper. $4000 
Call 332-~988 After 5 p.m . 3/24 
TI PROGRAMMABLE 57 for sale. $55. 
barely used. Call Caren, Rm. 232, 2-106~ or 
868-9703. 
for sale 
THOMASINA. Urge black & "'.hite mare 
pony, 10 plus years, ideal for ~er1ous yo1:1ng 
rider, 4-H or pony ~lub. Rides Eng_hsh, 
comes with some equipment, has no vices. 
only $50 to the right tiome. Also have two 
bunnies, pets, $5.00 pr. 659-3058 eres. _;J/24 
For Sale: Trunk mounted ski rack1 fits most models $7. Mexican jacket. sueae leather 
with fringe, size 38 mens, $18. Beige cordoroy 
mens leisure suit , never worn, size 42 jacket, 
38 short slacks, $8. Two leather bicycle seats 
$1 each. Call 742-8662 after 5 p.m. 3/17. 
Water bed-Double bed <queen sized>; com-
plete with frame. i>latform, liner. heater, 
!!Qd hardware $55. Ca!!.lru~~e~ii:i_gs. 3/17. 
13egti~er- ~fki P~-~kage. Skiis. Size 9 Boots. 
and poles only $20. Contact Larry at 868-9868 
fr<:>m Jl..:..5 _;!{21. ____ ______ _ 
with the Dean of Students office 
in the past and are familiar with 
the position. 
Both Schroeder and Waldman 
are members of the Student 
. Caucus, he said. 
. The committee has only had one 
• meeting said Waldman. "We'll be 
~ reading the resumes as they 
come in," she said. 
''I think its going to be really 
fascinating to do. We're getting 
resumes from aii over iiie coun-
try." 
"We are trying to make the 
position as well known as possible 
to as many people as possible," 
said Thomas, "because it is a 
very important position on this 
campus." 
The dean will serve as a liaison 
among so many aspects of the 
University, she said. 
Thomas said she will attend the 
upcoming convention of the 
National Association of Women 
Deans and Administrators and 
Counselors (NAWDAC) to inter-
view some prospective can-
didates personally. 
Stevens will attend the conven-
tions of the American Personal 
Guidance Association (APGA) 
and the National Association of 
Student Personnel Ad-
ministrators (NASPA), she said. 
Many of the interested can-
didates will be at these conven-
tions, said Thomas. 
AIESEC 
AIESEC 
con1inued from page 5 
that area. ,; 
According to Depuy, AIESEC-
UNH can market themselves to 
companies beyond their 
designated region as long as they 
do not inter£ ere with the efforts of 
any other AIESEC chapter. 
While membership is not 
restricted to Whittemore 
Business students, a student who 
wants to join AIESEC is required 
to have completed two years of 
college and at least two business 
courses, Walsh said. 
There will be a general inf or-
ma tion meeting of AIESEC-UNH 
on Tuesday, March 21, 1978 in 
McConnell Hall's Hexagon Room 
. at one p.m. Those who are in-
terested but cannot attend the 
; meeting are urged to contact 
John Depuy in the Whittemore 
School Dean's Office. 
Waterbed for sale,· thermostatically con-
trolled heater, upholstered hea<1ooaN1, nar-
dwood frame, can be raised off floor. $165.00 
call 868-2666 ask for Jim. 3/24 
For Sale : 10 speed, 3 year old Motobecane 
bicycle, suntour gears. In good shape., needs 
some adjustments. Sellin~ out m bike-
~7~~iti2!100 or best offer. all Naomi 659-
1967 BMW Motorcycle. R-50, Earls front 
fork with bais windscreen . . and cover. In 
excellent condition, 23,000 original miles. 
Bike has just been tuned and has new tires. 
Ul00.00 firm Call 749-3004 after 6 P.M. 4/4 
Addmg machme for sale, 9 place hand 
Olivetti , just cleaned, $70. Call Sue Nick 
2-1945 or 868-9924. 3/21 · 
Movmg to Cahforma, must sell : overstuffed 
chairs, couch1 $20 eachb· 9 matching pressed back chairs, ~12 each; ureaus, $25 each i 6 
DR chairs with needlepoint seats, $75 for tne 
set ; 9 x 12 gold wool rugs, $50 each: 9 x 12 ~~;~;~fl rug, $35; presto humidifier, $50; 
1949 ES-125 Gibson wide body electric 
acoustic Vintage jazz guitar . Beautiful 
sound-very good cond. $375.00 Ask for Ed, 
436-2987 New Castle. 2/24 
JVC-S400 integrated AM/FM stereo 
receiver, 70 watts per channel, 0.2% THO, 
FM l.7uV sensitivity (fringe area recep-
tion ). Inperfect condition, used only 7 mon-
ths. List ~50, &acrifice $350. 868-7262. 3/28 
FOR SALE - AM FM CAR RADIO MOTOR-
OLA $30. 659-5870 3/28 
Flute for sale, in good condition $50. Call Sue 
Nick. 2-1945 or 868-9924. 3/21 
FC?I" ·Sale: Women's Down Parka, size medium. 
Nice and warm! $20 Lynn 659-5092 3/28. 
AKC Registered German Shepherd puppies · 
for ~le. "Excellent pedigrees. Availal>le im-
mediately. Call 642-5619 or write Mrs. Allen, 
~te. !1~-A, Brentwood, NH 3/17. · 
•- ._...,.y .-a vv. u, V , 
For Sale: Panasonic stereo-one unit AM/FM 
radio & turntable & speakers. Excellent 
condition - $90.00 or best offer. Call Bruce 
at 2-1084 or 868-9667 Rm. 218 3/21. 
Nortalia ski boots for sale. Womens size 6. 
Used only one season: excellent condition. 
Asking $20.00 or best offer. Call Althea 
868-9806. 3/17. " 
for rent 
To sublet: One bedroom apt in Durham. 5 
min. walk to campus. $225/mo. Heat and hot 
water inc. Safety Deposit . Available im-
mediately. Call Maureen Every 862-1200, af-
ter 4:30868-5915. 4/4 
For rent: 12 house near Tri-City Plaza 
Dover . Large bedroomJiving rm . & kitchen 
available. No lease . t'refer couple. Call 
642-4078 after 6. $100 & util. negot. Available 
no~. 3/ 21. 





:FOR T·HE WEAR.ERS 
OF THE GREEN 
continued from page 4 
patients they deal with each day, 
what standard procedures for 
making appointments and for 
examinations are and how much 
services cost. 
Hood House, the University in-
firmary, will be on the survey. 
'' Hood House is a good service 
and I'm definitely including it," 
says Alexander. "But ~e want to 
provide students with some 
alternatives." 
The opinion questionnaires, ac-
cording to Alexander, will appear 
in today's New Hampshire on 
Friday and In Women for Women 
next week. The questionnaires 
will provide personal insights and 
advice concerning area doctors. 
"We're asking questions like, 
'What was your personal reaction 
to the doctor or clinic?' It 's im-
portant, especially the first time 
one visits a gynecologist, to know 
what to expect," says Alexander. 
The survey will be completed 
as soon as the questionnaires are 
returned to the Center. 
Special St. Patrick's 
Day Carnations & 
Bouquets. 
A must for every son and 
daughter of old Erin. 
Call or visit today. 
The Red Carpet 
Jenkins Court 
·purham 
Holy Week Schedule 
PALM SUNDAY 9:00 am 11:00 am 5:00 pm 
MONDAY 12:10 Mass 
TUESDAY 12:10 Mass 
7:00 8:00 Private Confessions 
WEDNESDAY 12: 10 Mass 
.3 :00 4:00 Private Confessions 
7:00 Communal Penance Service 
HOLY THURSDAY 7:00 Mass of the Lord's Supper 
GOOD FRIDAY 7:00 Commemoration of the Lord's 
HOLY SATURDAY 7:00 Easter Vigil+ Mass 
EASTER SUNDAY 9:00 am 11: 00 am 5:00 pm 
' , .. 
CHURCH OF ST. THOMAS MORE 






Semester at Sea·ofthe 
University of Colorado for an 
unparalleled international 
educational experience. Sail horn 
Los Angeles Sept. 9, by way of the 
South Pacific, Indian Oce~n, and Africa. 
Applications now being accepted. 
For Free Color Brochure, call or write: Semester at Sea, Taj Mahal Building, 
P.O. Box 2488, Laguna Hills, CA 92654. Telephone (800) 854-0195 (toll-free 
outside California) (714) 581-6770 (in California). SS. Universe is fully air-
conditioned, 18,000 tons, of Llberian registry. 
classified ads 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house, Yark Beach. 
Maine, fireplaced li ving room, $325/month. 
Ava ilable Marl~ 1-- June I. Also availa ble 
7i-79 Sept - June. ';,ci ll Nashua 889-7401 or 
ll!l.2-6447. 3/24 . -- _ _ ----
Rent: Upstairs apartment. Semi-Furnished 
all utilities in Durham 110/ mo. Call 868-2583 
or 868-5612. 3/ 21 
-1 Bedroom unfurnished a partment. w/ w 
carpet, heat and hot water, free washer 
and dryer, fireplace with wood supplied. 
~o~e:1- ~~9~6~f~~~~nt - $235.00 per month . 
For Rent : Large room in house 1.7 miles 
from town. Private entrance and bath, no 
kitchen '125 month . 868-9683. 3/21. 
roommates 
Apartment roommate needed· in central lo-
cation in Dover, on K-Van route, off street 
parking, no security deposit to lease or 
sublease. Lots of sun. Ca11 Nancv 745-5338. Un - . 
Female roommate needed for 4-person apt.. 
6 Main St., Apt. 1, Durham $92.50/mo. 
868-5024. 3/17 
FREE heat and hot water! Sunny, furnished 
apartment for two with excellent downtown 
Durham location. Female roommate needed. 
A mere $00/month! Call Cheryl or 
Terry 868-705_6 <!f~r 5:00. 3/ 17 · 
'.fwo ro~mmates w·anted - lakefront cottage 
m Barrington. Rent $75 a month each plus 
heat and utilities . Nine miles from campus . 
Call Steve at 664-2324 or 862-1490 and leave 
message. 3/ 17 
Roommate needed: own room, near Kari-Van 
heat included. Call Kim 749-2682 3/ 17. ' 
wanted 
3 Female UNH graduates seek Summer 
House- Sitting position in Durham/ Por-
tsmouth/Shore areas . Please call 659-2612. 
3/31 
Wanted ro Rent : 3 UNH college grads seek 
house on farm to rent in Strafford County 
area. Non-smokers , responsible references 
available. Call after 5: 30 868-2790 3/ 28 __ _ 
Need a room starting April 1st - preferably in 
Durham. Contact \ alerie Gamache at 524-
3211 ( I'll be paged ) or if after 4:00, at ext. 
323, room 214. Call collect if 11e~~es~f--t&~_/_?
1
8v 
Used Cross-country skis, poles and boots -
fish scale bottoms - size 6, 5 feet. Martha 
659-5342. 3/17 
SUMMER.'---;;S-c--;U;-;c:Bco-L-:cE=-=T=---n-ee-d-;-e-,d~fo-r-3 -g~ir~l-s,-2 
bedrooms ,_ preferably furnished, in Durham, 
with possible fa ll occupancy. Cal l Vayia 
Kara nikas: 868-9767, rm. 20. , Leave na me 
and number. 3-/21 
services 
Typing Theses , Manuscripts ,- term papers, 
etc . Experienced accurate and neat. Also 
Spanish typing and Spanish/ English trans-
lation , mail or pick-up. Call Exeter _778-0160. 
3/ 21 
TYPING : Letter~ Resumes , Theses . 20 
years experience. call 749-2692. 3/31 
Soft or Hard Contact lens fitting available at 
a sensible fee structure. Contac1 Dr. Edward 
Godnig, Optometrist. 431-4088 4/ 4 
Winnie the Pooh Nursery School n•w accep-
ting registrations for Sept. 1978. School ac-
creditea by the.State. In operation 13 years. 
Qualified, experienced staff. ·Offers tradi-
tional, structured program combined with 
individual attention and Open Concept Edu-
cation. Contact Mrs. Shorey, Newmarket 
659-3320 4/ 4 
REPAIR WORK: Chairs, Cane, Fibre, Splin-
Call 749-2692. 3/31 . 
VIOLIN LESSONS - For information and 
references please call 868-2859. 3/17 
TYPlNG of theses , resumes, reports, cor-
respondence, on IBM Correcting Selectric, 
choice of style/pitch, by experienced busi-
ness teacher / secretary. Fast, efficient, 
reasonable, dependable. Call Diana Schuman 
University Secretarial Associates, 742-4858. 
11~8 
help wanted 
Phone from home to service our customers. 
Super earnings! Choose your own hours. 742-
2022 3/31 
"Want to spend ihfo-:Summer SAILINq the 
caribbean'? The pac1f1c'? Europe? Crmsmg 
other parts of the world aboard sailing or 
power yachts? Boat owners need crews!'For 
free information, send a 13 ceot stamo to 
SKOKO. Box 2gg55_ Houston. Texas 77025 
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English conversa-
tion. No ex·perience, degree , or Japanese re-
quired. Send longj stamped, selfaddressed 
envelope for deta1 s. Japan-322, 411 W. Cen-
ter, Centralia WA 985314/ 28 
Looking for someone who i& an accurate, 
good typist{ intelligent, and who can handle 
a variety o duties for a Humanities Project 
in downtown Portsmouth. Eligible work study 
students call 436-8338 Monoay to Friday, 
0.IU!lJ/ 21 . 
Work stud_y(s ) needed - UNUSUAL ATMOS-
PHERE - for details, call Fat at 862-2017. 3/ 21 
Ladies - attractive & neat - "See-Through" 
Tops 3.50 per/hour plus tips . Back-AFT-
Tavern, Kittery, Me. Call 4:39-2920 mornings 
for appt. 3/24. 
SUMMER JOBS: FREE Fifty State Summer 
Employer Director y. Send na me a nd address 
to: SUMCHOICE, Box 530. Dept. S, State 
CQ.ll!!~Pa. 16801...Tell ;:i friP-n <I 1/?1 
Need some extra money? We desparately 
need peoJ.1e to dq keypunchinK Exper ience 
~~~fi~~e868~~~~~11~ecessary . .i' or detail ca ll 
WANTED : Student for live in mothers-
helper position. Private roomy Board/ or 
c~\1r¥,~~t~i1t~f;nf3i~5Sg ~;rii-nf~~m~~ri~: 
3/31 
" TE--=N-c-:N-.c;I""'s·P~R""'O<";S;--A-;-N= D-As--;cScc,;S=1s=T;;-;Ac-;cN=T;:--=P=R"O,;--S 
Seasonal and year-round clubs ; good playing 
and teaching background. Call (301 ) 6~4-
3770, or sencf2 complete resumes and 2 pic-
tures to : Col. R. Read&, W.T.S., 8401 Con-
~6t~~}5~yf12~e, Suite 1011, Chevy Chase, 
•GALS* If you want to enter a glamorous 
money making career, look into this. A $49.95 
investment alfows you to go into business for 
yourself part-time without interfering with 
school activities . Major midwestern 
cosmetic manufacturer _introducing produc-
ts in New England for ttie first time. Honest 
opportunity to enjoy your work in a truly ex-
cellent and different cosmetic line to others . 
The training is free and consultants average 
$8.00 per llour plus. "MARJ'O FINE 
COSMETICS" is a prestige) higher class 
cosmetic distributer and application is made 
with intent to de~lop growth of company 
with sincere ~rsons of nigh integrity . We'd 
like to hear from you. For furlher infor-
, mation telephone 617-363-2637 between 7&9 
P .M. 3i£8 
ttiLP WANTED - Town of Durham Parks 
Degartment. Employees to assist in general 
parks and beautification program mainten-
ance and construction. WorK to begin in 
April part-time (arranged), leading to full-
time employment for tfie summ,er. Applica-
tions available at the Town ·Office until 
March 17, 1978. The Town of Durham . is 
an affirmative action/equal opportumty 
employer. 3~21 
lost & found 
LOST: Red 1978 Temple date & address 
book . Personal value is in the enclosed 
3ddresses Reward. Call 742-2879 Je_!:I .Y.-_3/J_?_ 
Lost: A Large Black Doberman in the area 
~~lurham. ff found' _please c'ali' 868-2994. 
Lost-In vicinity near WSBE- A five strand 
silver necklace with bed coral pieces. Extra-
ordinary sentimental value ; present for 21st 
birthday . Please call Louise, 659-3007. 
GENEROUS REWARD! ! ! 3/ 17 ___ _ 
Lo~t ;;;" Alpha Chi sister pin somewhere 
between Paul Arts and Alpha Chi. Has 
great sentimental value. Offering a reward 
1f found. Please contact Deb Geni matas. 
868-9884 or 2-2401. 3/21 
Lost - Blue down vest (Woolrich > on Thurs. 
nite 2/24 a t ATO - white mi t tens in pocket. 
ReturntoLisa2-1596.3/17 __ _ __ _ 
personals 
NANNY. LYNN, KATH & JEANNIE, The 
~i!~:~r:;;; r;;: 0[f i~?t a orr1e·~\'.Mtv~r~ige }~ 
FUN " is a li ve & flving at the fort!! Good 
luck on your mission - may the sun never 
set on the SUNRISE IN! 
To the l<'oxy-Fifth; About Sunoay night. .. f 
couldn ' t cry in front of you-know-who but I 
sure did get blurry eyes for a minute .. . you 
queea 's lriendship is the best B-Day present 
ever: ·fhanks ani:fLove , Maine Potatoes 3/ 17 
'SLIM IS IN ' A Sensible Approach to Weight 
Control. Informal Worksbop to be he1d: 
March 19 -Fairchild Lounge, March 20, -
Congreve Lounge, March 21, -Hubbard 
Lounge, From 7-9 p.m. Presented by senior 
nursmgstudents . 3/17 _________ _ 
Esta and Mike, Congratulations on your 
engagement. Aren't you glad you got the 
ring mstead of a backrub'? We love you both . 
Jane and Carol 3/21 
GINNY: How many beers did you chug in 
Florida? As I ' m writing this. you're 
probably lying on some beach getting 
smashed. But you know the old saying --
there's nothing like making up for lost time! 
The NH 3/ 17 
Coach, Donna, Bonnie, Gailf MeTissa, Kathy, 
Kelly, Denise. Liz, Caro. Moe, Wendy, 
Karen, KimbPeggy , Woo-Woo. CathykCindy, 
Whimp, Lib y Lee and F.ubar. Than s for a 
great season f i love you a II! Go Nuts ! ! Dina 
Wl___ --------- --- -- ---· ---- -
"Want to spend this summer sailing the 
Caribbean'? The pacific? Europe? Cruising 
other parts of the world aboard sailing or 
power yachts? Boat owners need crews 1 Tor 
free information, send a I:l cent stamp to 
SKOKO, Bos 20855, Houston. Texas 77025" 
4/4 
To Andy Rob_erts: Thank-- You. From the 
UNH Women's Ice Ho~T eam . 3/ 17 
Hev Brothers , Hope we can all get together 
again to see the monkeys. here new songs 
and pour ' em down at Beef Steak Charhes . 
3/ 17 _ 
To S.N.P. & P.: A quick 182 davs-huh? I've 
loved every minute of it and love you a whole 
bunch tooT Yes, you are quite a HUNK ... 
Happy S.P . DAY! Love. Your Hunkette--
3/ 17 /78 
Dear Jeff & John, Get psyched for an ex-
cellent time in Dover on St. Patrick 's Day . 
... " Many happy hours .... •· right? The Easter 
Bunny3/ 17 
Dear Woody : Are you good at forget ting 
arguments? I space them out immedia lely . 
Any further discussions are pos itive; it 
comes from caring for her. (hopefully not in 
the third person--pay attention Arco> Your 
dearest fr iend 3/17 
P.F . Well this is it. Your ver y own persona, 
on St. P at',,; day. Haveagrea t day 1 ·3; 17 
Sue B. Walk much or a re you just prac-
ticing? Watch out for those s limy spots on 
Stilling's floor . Love. E v, Fra nk . J a n. Bob. 
Q9_!!__,_ $, P ._P .S. O1,!ly_Kiddl!!_g_, 3_Lll _ _ _ __ _ 
LOVERBOY - THANKS !<'OR THE EX-
CELLENT TIME IN VERMONT (DOWN-
STREAM > MY FEELINGS ARE TRUE -
HOTLEGS 3/ 17 
Boop (Poops? ) & Deb: G reaT V-vo~·age ! 
Paradise pit. bali a n , Busch , Kapok . 
baboons , M'urrav. bartenders, NMU men. 
the worm . truckies. burn baby , horns . Phillis 
!awesome) & TKE birds . aft ernoon delight . 
Kinky , Tricky submarines. keys. abuse & 
lemons. Not simply dus t in the wind - in love 
a_g_aLl!-..107_ _ . ___ _ __ _ 
To Carrot. thanks for one wonderfu: year . 
Next year I'll be there to ta ke you. out for 
dinner. With love from :vour Austrian Pen 
Pal,_3/17__ ____ ___ ____ _ __ 
F<>xy Females Wanted for live entertain-
ment. Some danc ing and Humming 
required . Will negotiate rates . Serious appli-
cants only leave name and number rn Plul-
orooK tsox 3·1:i:l . !\lo braces . please! :l/li 
Heai1fi Fair - Learn a bout CPR. hyperten-
sion- high blood pressure. and savrng a 
ehoking victim . March I!\ - Devine 2 p .m .-
March 19 - Christianson 6 P.M. -Maren 21 -
Smith 7 P.M. -Main Loung_es . ;Ul?_ ____ _ 
TKE-You·re- all .proba bly too drunk to read 
this by now but Happy . St. Pat rick's Da_y 
anyway. Thanks for keepmg up the Scorpios 
tradition with us -Love Alp_ba_Xi QeJt<!. -:!/!7 _ 
Bab your the g·reatest let's get together and 
have some fun . Call me soon . Love. the one 
who takes the fun out of ever y!hing . ___ _ 
Scai-Tet and Bruee : I-'OR SHAME! We didn 't 
know vou lwd it in rnu . It must han• been his 
new Coatee. We could see it in ~-om· eyes. 
~/F_ 
Campus copy Zit Durham (hanks rnu for 
:vour patronage a nd hopes that \\·e can 
cont111ue servmg \'OUr needs with fast and 
<>ffici<'nt service. ·open 9-5. 1\1-F . -17 Main 
St . 868-2-l;'iO. :l/2-l 
Quiet. male grad. student see ks fema le 
eomp.iny for outdoor rec. t X-countrv. tennis. 
<'le . l and occassiona l mm·i<'s. Prefer quiet 
mature 25-35. Reply Ken Chase. P.O. Box 22. 
Durham . :l/ 17 
_.:::, ·-- ·~ ·••_!••·.6. · v , .. 
Brenda n VanDevent a r is not engaged. is not 
planning on being engaged an<I furlh<'r more 
hopes nen •r to get engaged. The joke was 
101 funny. You w11lget :y_Qu_rs_1~ '_3{17 
uD · · • · 
BETH FROST : Where · ai e ,·au?? Can hp 
reached - Boston informatfon : r\ ndt'rson 
Street. Pa tience. G.H . 3/ 17 . . '' .-.-
Happy- Happy Happy Happy Haµp:iHa ppy 
Happy Happy Happy Happy Happ~· Happy 
Happy Happv Happy Happ~- Happy St. P:it -
nck s Day. 37 17 





before you buy your 
Life Insurance. 
• 
Conn«ticut Mutual Life 1NSuuNc1 c.,.,,.N. 
Th~ Blue Chip Company, Since 1846 
Paul B. Allen 
48 Bellamy Road 
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Room 35 . · Box 46404 
Cincinnati, ·Ohio 45246 
Name ---------Address _____ _ 
City ___ State __ _ 
Zip Age __ _ 
-------------- --------------
MIii Road - Durham 
;Trustees· pla~ the. future 
TRUSTEES 
continued from page 2 
gramming to assure that it will 
· meet the needs of students on 
and off the campuses in the 1980~. 
-=updating the eight-year facil-
ities plan of the University and 
the colleges to make the most 
effective use of existing space 
and to identify imperative im-
provements, including def erred 
maintenance. 
--Reviewing the organization 
and administrative structure of 
the University System, with 
efforts to help the campuses and 
the public to understand each 
institution's role and its contribu-
tion to public higher education 
in New Hampshire. 
--Developing long-range finan-
cial planning. 
--Strengthening the personnel 
program to provide a highly 
qualified, well motivated faculty 
and staff in line with the mission 
requirements of each campus. 
--Continue careful monitoring 
of long-range enrollment planning 
and projections. 
--Develop guidelines to assure 
an adequate range and quality 
of student services in the 1980s, 
consistent with financial realities. 
--Encourage campus efforts to 
build effective institutional devel-
opment programs which will unite 
alumni, parents and the public 
behind private support of campus 
program~. 
~-;....----,osr 
1/J ~ anq 
~ ~ r'OUNI) • 
= Itcns 1 
I I 
I I 
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I unclaimed by Wednesday, 1 1 March 22, will go on sale I 
I I I at 8 a. m. at the 
1 
I I 
= INFORMATION CENTER I 
I I I Memorial Union 1 







1978 Summer, 1978-1979 Academic Year 
QUALIFICATIONS: Previous experience and 
Ability to supervise operations ' 
Arrange set up of building 
Maintain equipment and inventories 
Monitor building security and safety 
Assist with audio/ visual needs 
Handle cash for employees 
10-15 hours/week 
Submit letter of interest and names of 
three references by March 24th to: 
Wendy Provencher 
Student Activities 
Memorial Union Building 
862-1526 
Interviews will be scheduled 
*Students with,Jin.attcial need 
are encouraged to apply · 
but it is oot a 
necessity. 
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Cinderella story ends for UNH 
WILDCATS 
continued from page 24 
ies before demonstrating its re-
surgence on regional television 
by thumping Clarkson College at 
Snively, 6-4. What had appeared 
to be a rebuilding year now had 
the earmarks · for a Cinderella 
Story and a ECAC chamoionshio 
title shot. The fans be_gan to 
return. · 
Though the Cats would lose 
four of their next seven games, 
the three wins were enough to 
give UNH the number eight berth 
in the playoffs. 
But, with the turnaround com-
pleted, UNH found itself with 
more injured players. Frank 
Barth broke a knee cap in prac-
tice, Steve Kinnealey separated 
his shoulder in the regular season 
finale against Boston College, 
and Ralph Cox was playing with 
a brace on his right shoulder, 
pulled knee ligaments, and a bad 
ankle. 
Just as the icing was to be 
applied to the cake, someone 
stole the knife. 
At the beginning of the season, 
Holt said he would "plan to play 
the best 15 players whenever pos-
sible." Now he had no choice. 
When Wildcat players took to the 
ice at Walter Brown Arena last 
Tuesday to face BU in the quarter-
final round, they were swarmed 
by an army of red and white jer-
seys. Huddled into their bench, 
all 18 of them, the Cats faced a 
team which was four deep in 
offense, three deep in defense and 
backstopped by two of the east's 
top goaltenders. 
Maybe it was an "impossible 
dream.'' Maybe not. UNH nearly 
pulled it off. Led by the inspira-
tional play of captain Jon Fontas 
and the stellar netminding of 
Mark Evans, both of whom 
seemed to carry the squad 
through the latter stages of the 
season, the Wildcats clawed and 
scraped and fought their way into 
an overtime oerio~ with the 
Terriers. Just as they had played 
every minute before, the ,Cats 
were playing on emotion. But at 
7: 21 of the overtime period, the 
emotion stopped. Everything 
stopped. 
While Terrier players and fans 
explqded in joyful glee over their 
25th win, Mark Evans sat slumped 
in his goal crease, the puck lying 
inches across the goal line, un-
touched. 
It was a scene which hadn't 
been witnessed since mid-
December. Blue and white uni-
formed players wandered about 
the ice, not knowing exactly 
where to go, what to do. Bent 
heads were everywhere. A few 
grimaced to hold back any tears. 
Slowly, they all congregated at 
center ice to shake hands with 
20 beaming Terriers. 
While Bob Boileau, a reserve 
forward, talked of his game 
winning goal in the plush BU 
dressing room, not a word was 
said 50 feet down the hall. As 
reporters surrounded BU coach 
Jack Parker in his office to get 
quotes, Holt paced the floor in the 
UNH locker room trying to find 
the words which would console 
18 empty bodies. 
"This is the best team I've ever 
had," Holt would finally say. "No 
team I've ever had could compare 
with this one as far as spirit, 
desire and determination. They 
were always a total team." 
No, it wasn't cheerleading on 
Holt's part. Parker echoed the 
same sentiments. 
"This had to be the toughest 
draw we've ever had," he said. 
"They've always been tough for 
us. This is the most pressure 
we've had all year." 
Bruce Crowder made his way 
through the two-part locker room 
to wish the seniors well. Bob 
Gould just stared at the floor. 
The emotion stopped. Everything 
that was within UNH had left. 
Someone had to win, someone 
had to lose. Yet, while it boasting 
the ECAC's top offense, UNH was 
All Students 
Help Wanted Fall 1978 
outscored. It was the last loss in 
the line of one-goal setbacks that 
UNH suffered through this year. 
One goal made the difference 
between thrill and agony. It 
couldn't have been closer. 
Though down, 1-0 after the first 
period, UNH came back in the 
second to score twice before BU 
could counter to knot the game 
at 2-2. Mike Waghorn got the first 
UNH goal with a blast from just 
inside the blue line at 3:49. Gould 
made it 2-1 when his centering 
pass deflected off a BU defense-
man at 1:03 as ihe cats-swarmed 
all arouna me Terrier net. 
Though UNH jumped to a 3-2 
lead seconds into the third period 
on a Crowder shot which ripped 
through BU's Jim Craig's glove, 
the Terriers powered back on 
goals by Bill O'Neill (2) and Tony 
Meagher, to assume command 
with a 5-3 lead. The game pulsated 
up and down the ice · at a 
maddening pace. 
Gould led the Cats back into the 
game 30 seconds later tipping 
home a Jon Fontas rebound, 
5etting up the dramatic power 
play goal by Frank Roy which 
sent the game into overtime. 
The Terriers retaliated on a 
power play advantage but came 
up with nothing, totally because 
of the play of Evans. In one 
sequence, the senior netminder 
from Freedom, N.H. robbed BU's 
Dave Silk on three consecutive 
shots. 
Despite getting its chances in 
overtime, UNH could not capital-
ize as BU did. A Bill LeBlond 
slap shot screamed wide of the 
Cat net only to ricochet back out 
in front to Bob Boileau, who 
popped the puck home over a 
sprawled Evans. It was so close. 
If it could have been done, both 
teams would have been declared 
winners. But in sport, only one 
can win. As Paul Simon once 
wrote, "No matter if you're born 
to play the king or pawn/For the 
line is thinly drawn 'tween joy 
and sorrow.'' 
MUB PUB CA1ERING BEVERAGE 
SERVICE 
Both Old and New Workers 
General Meeting and Sign-Up 
Monday March 27 
7 P .M. in the PUB 
o,t.r;i:: TWENTY-ONE 
Interested in sports? 
The New Hampshire 
needs sportswriters 




"Anya is a remarkable picture of what 
has come to be known as 'modern wom'an.' 
While she may be more appealing-
~ecause she knows what she is doing-she 
is more ruthless than most feminist 
heroines .... Yet Mac is an admirable charac-
ter, a new kind of hero.",::::,. 
Meet Mac and Anya. / -~ ··· 
Two people who dare to f f-.tvo:·-
try for trust and love in / if::IXfL ···. =,4 ;c}?< 
a society that opts for t+~J, '·:·t."· '"·"•i • 
the safety of the 'f IIU ~ 
casual affair. ~ 
"An extraordinary 
novel''- The National 
Observer. 
L.A Times 
The New York Times .... -.. · ... , .. ""'•·· ••·· 
81870 5225 
~ Now in paperback from 
~CKETBOOKS 
Those who cannot attend-see 
Rich Kane 
Suggested name for shop 
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• com.1cs EcAc 
Oil Campus 
THE: f'olttT :t; WIS.ti TO .STRE1.S 
1S r111s CO\Jliitt'l'•S NE:£3> F'o ~ 
-rKE £~E(«;'{ 5tJfPL-1£l> ~ '( 
N"C!.EA~ Ful:1.. . 
Underlings 
DOONESBURY 
SURE, !'VS UEARD ~OPLf 
SAY W~'RE: CARRYIN0 µ1N\ 
J\hT BECA~E OF HIS NAM~ 
VAL.U£ ... 
by Bob Finegold 
i-H( 1'LAHl"5 AitERvN ._.,Ttt MAX-
JM<IM .Sl'lffGVA«.I>S, f\Nll 7"til1S 
NVCLEl\t E.NEtG'r' 15 A SAF'l:1 
So~f'.. ANJ> S<>U.ES~FUL.Mf:AN!>-Yo 
Sllfl"t.'/ THIS CovNTRI' IJITH 
foWfR. 
MR. f>iE!.1t>ENT/ NEv, I-I/IMF'• 
~~11t.£ HIH ::ft>!.T Sl!C£.-OEtJ 
fft.O/"I THE Vf,410.N AIU> I~ 
THRE~"TENIIH, u~ Wl71-1 
NVl.LEA R W A.R ! 
by K. Brown 
by Garry Trudeau 
7HAT5 STRANGE.. !T's ST/ll 
NO REACllON.. Be/NG TRANS· 
I LAT@ .. 
.. . BUi U£'<, T~NK, AGe: I? 
A RE.L.ATIVG- r~1"1(',. w~ lHINK 
HE CAN ~ill-L.. CDNTRI BUTE 
10 Tt-llS ~OCKE.'( T~, 
AND IF 1-\E WAATS ro c~ 
OFF ~6 l<E.ilR~M~,- .. 
by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds 
... WE'LL ~ 1-\APP'I ro 








1 Totted up 
48 Bette Davis movie, 11 "And - word from 
"The Petrified -" our s~•onsor" 
51 "- Cl ear Day ... " 12 Creme de menthe 
7 Con 
'="""""-+--+----+--+--+----+---+----t 14 Make 
52 Spanis~ surrealist cocktails 





---+---+--t 1 9 Pa rt of BTU 
20 Suit material 
------- 22 Part of ABM 




25 Slangy pistol 
26 Japan, China, etc. 
(2 wds.) 
28 Choose 
30 Like dirt roads 
33 Miss Oberon 
34 Famous astronaut 
~------- 37 Rater of m.p.g. 
38 Microwave device 
------ 39 ca'l cul us concept 
40 Headlight switch 
--+--....... --t--f 42 Climbing vines 
© Edward Julius, 1977 Collegiate CW77-S 
, 43 Pause at Indy 
(2 wds.) 
47 Character in 
"Little Women" 
54 Foretokens 16 Skim along a 
55 God of war surface 
56 Decorative shelves 21 Hosed down 
58 Rhythms 24 Ridicules 
60 Ann-, Lincoln's 27 Sergeant Bilko 
ill-fated fiancee 28 - Kelly 
61 Girl in "The 29 TV producer Norman, 
Graduate" and family 
62 Steals a glimpse of 31 Prefix for gram or 
(2wds.) graph 
63 Like some cells 32 Deflate, as spirits 
34 Faint 1 i ght 
DOWN 35 Paint the town red 
(3 wds.) 
Neck part 36 Leave one's 
2 Muse of astronomy homeland 
3 Field of expertise 41 Dancing faux pas 
4 James Arness 44 Lacking vigor 
role 45 Certain tie score 
5 Greek vowe 1 46 Did not bid . 
6 Jerry Helper's 48 Crosses a stream 
occupation 49 Watch brand 
7 Hurt 50 Adjust one's watch 
8 Thick and sticky 53 Make eyes at • 
9 Battery terminal 55 "It's - ... world" 
10 Terre Haute's state 57 "A mouse'." 
(abbr.) 59 High note 
Answers, page 5 
play-off~ 
ECAC 
continued from page 24 
and won ·there. We expected to 
· win. These kids have been 
playing exciting hockey.'' 
The oddities resumed the next 
night when, for the consolation 
game between BU and Brown, 
the press box was filled. Nor-
mally, for these types of games, 
only the hometown reporters of 
the two teams playing will be 
watching. But for the first time in 
five years, BU was playing in the 
consolations, and the reporters 
huddled together as they an-
xiously scanned the game blow, 
contemplating whether or not BU 
should get the second invitation 
· to the NCAA's. 
The Terriers clung to a 5-4 lead 
going into the final stanza before 
they finally regained some of 
their composure and ran away 
with an 8-4 decision, improving 
their chances of advancing to the 
NCAA's. 
Then, in the finals, Providence 
lost all their momentum, all their 
inspiration, all their luck, and 
lost to BC, 4-2. 
"It was a case of bounces," ex-
plained Lamiorello. "We could 
have been tired emotionally, I 
don't know. We justlost." 
As should be expected, the win-
ning coach, Len Ceglarski, had 
more to say. "These kids deserve 
everything," Ceglarski said. 
"They never quit. P;rovidence 
can't play without key players 
(high · .· scorer Colin Ahern, cap-
tain Brad Wilson, forward Rick 
Campisi). 
"We got the adrenaline flowing 
and just had so much desire. We 
figured if we could get the first 
goal (Brian Burns put BC ahead, 
1-0 at 2:34 of the first) then we 
would put a lot of pressure on 
them. That goal was a big psych 
job." 
For the first time in five years, 
peu(Jle clamored about BC's red 
and gold instead of BU's red and 
white. 
One reporter accidently called 
Ceglarski, "Parker." After five 
years of having BU as ECAC 
champs, it must be hard to 
change tradition. 
Now, BU and Providence will 
meet once more on Sunday to 
decide the second berth for 
eastern teams to the NCAA's on 
Providence's home ice. 
Apparently, the idea is to even 
the contest as much as possible. 
Providence, with the mediocre 
record, can play before its home 
throng. BU, with its 26-2 record, 
must once again play in the 
crucial game as it has done for 
years. 
Even when they lose, Boston 
University continues to play in 
the game which decides a 
national playoff berth. Even 





continued from page 3 
polled. 
McKinney also stated that 
withholding the rate increase 
would eventually cost taxpayers, 
in the form of court costs and in- -
terest on unpaid bills. 
"Major power accounts can be 
charged interest on unpaid bills 
at the rate of 1.5 percent a month 
or 18 percent a year," McKinney 
said. 
"The PUC said that it was 
powerless to prevent higher rates 
billed under bond repayment. 
That indicates a tacit approval 
that the rates are legal," he said. 
No spokesmen for the PUC was 
available. 
According to McKinney, the 
final PUC hearing is scheduled 
for April 15. If the PUC ·does not 
.repeal the rate increase by May 
31, the rates will be permanent, 
he said. 
Dover Mayor Jack Buckley 
was unavailable for comment. 
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N .E. honors surprise 
for swimmer DeJ ager 
By Brett Walker ' in their speeds," said DeJager, 
who is the first UNH All-New 
England swimmer in five years. 
"The coach (Frank Nelies) really 
pepped us up. We were a very 
spirited team during the New 
England's." 
Sophomore Peter DeJager 
realized he was the only individ-
ual member of the UNH men's 
swim team to garner points in 
the New England Championships 
at Springfield College, but he had 
no idea that his performance 
would win him All-New England 
honors. 
DeJager had nothing but praise 
for his teammates. 
"Captain Gordon Chartier was 
the hardest worker on the team," 
he said. "He practiced hard all 
season. I was glad it paid off 
with him breaking a personal 
record with a 2:30.1 finish in the 
200 yard breaststroke.'' 
"I really didn't think sixth place 
would do it," said DeJager, who 
finished twelfth last year. "I was 
glad to have swam so well, 
bettering last year's finish." 
DeJager was sixth in the 200 
yard backstroke with a time of 
2:03.4 and seventh in the 100 
yard backstroke with a time of 
yard backstroke with a 55.8 mark. 
Jeff Cherrington also did well 
in the meet, breaking his record 
in the 200 individual medley with 
a time of 2:07.2. 
His performance helped the 
Wildcats, who were 5-6 on the 
year to finish sixteenth in New 
England, their best showing in 
five years. 
The only other point-getters for 
UNH were the relay teams in 
the 400 yard freestyle (15th), the 
400 yard medley ( 15th) and the 
soo ·•yard freestyle (16th). Points 
were awarded for finishers in 
the too 16. 
"We di.d well all season, but 
near the end, ev.ervone excelled 
r 
Skiers take 8th at NCAA's 
· The UNH women's alpine ski team, led by sophomore Sue 
1 Mellett, took eighth place in the national competition at the 
University of New Mexico last weekend. 
Mellett took eleventh place out of 51 competitors in the giant 
slalom and seventh out of 46 in the slalom. 
Pam Smith was the only UNH cross country skier to go to the 
nationals, placing 36 out of 64 skiers, turning in a time of 24:20 for 
the five kilometer race. 
utah won the national competition, led by Toril Forland, who 
w_on both ~lalom eve1:1t_s and led her team to first place in the _ 
bmed Alpme compet1t10n. . com 
The Wildcats placed ninth out of 11 teams in the Women's 
East~rn Intercolleiiate Ski Association c wkiSA) com.petition at 
UMame at Orono two weekends ago. -
Middlebury won the meet with 257 points followed by Vermont 
(238) and Dartmouth (193). 
The Wildcats placed sixth in the Alpine combined with a sixth in 
the slalom and an eighth in the giant slalom. 
Mellett took seventh place in the slalom and Nancy Frechette 
was fourteenth out of 53 competitors in the giant slalom. 
Francis Benton was thirty-third out of 44 as the cross country 
team finished eleventh. 
Trackwomen fail to place 
When UNH women's track coach Jean H.01:>erts 1:>rougnt ner 
team to Tufts University for the Eastern Regionals, she wasn't 
expecting much. Her attitude was that it would be a good chance 
for her first-year team to get some experience against the best in 
the eastern part of the country. · 
"But they weren't overwhelmed," said Roberts. "They were in-
spired by competing on this level." 
The Wildcats did not place as a team, but turned in some of 
their best times and distances. It was simply a case of the women 
being overmatched by the tough competition. 
· "I'll give you an example of what it was like," said Roberts. 
"The long jump was won with a length of 20'1". Our school record 
is 16'5". Hildy Feurpack's -had-her-best time ~f t~e ye~r wi~h 26.8 
in . the 220, which 1s two seconds off the wmmng time m the 
regionals." 
Robe1 .:s said she was pleased with her team's 9-4 record this 
year and 'that, with only one senior graduating, the prospects are 
-good for a successful spring season as well as for next year. 
~ - ~ 
UNH gymnasts take fourth 
at Eastern Regional 01eet 
By Jack Edwards 
The UNH women's gymnastics team finished fourth in the 
Eastern Regional AIAW meet held last Friday and Saturday at 
the University of Pittsburgh. 
The teams that qualified for the regional meet \Yere ~plit up_ i~to 
groups of four. DNH was · in ihe- tmal grouping, along with Penn 
State, tw~time defending champions Clarion State (PA) and UMass. 
Penn State- won the meet with an outstanding score of 146.9 out 
of a possible 160.0. Clarion State's second place was its lowest 
finish in three years. UMass finished third and UNH came in 
fourth with a 137.9. 
Freshman Denise Walker, who has led the way all season long 
for the gymnasts,had the best all-around score . for UNH and was 
third overall. Penn State's Ann Carr posted the best overall mark 
for the second straight year, and Clarion'.s Nancy Jones finished 
second. 
Another freshman, Edie Sutton, also performed impressively in 
Pittsburgh. Sutton earned fifth place in the region. 
Michelle Baker, Linda Schneider, Ann Votava, and Karin 
Aneberg also turned in _good performances, enabling UNH to 
score 'its second-highest score of the season. The gymnasts' 
highest mark this year (130 vs. Michigan State) was a mere one-
tenth of a point higher than their score at the regionals. 
Both Walker and Sutton qualified for the AIAW National meet 
to be held in Seattle over the weekend of March 31-April 1. Word is 
expected later today on whether or not the entire team will go. 
Nevertheless, a trip to the Nationals would be a fitting end to-
this, a sometimes frustrating but outstanding year for the Wild-
cats. As Assistant Coach Terry Skahan said, "I want us to go to 
the Nationals. They (the team) deserve it." 
.,,,,._, .. J(',-.-?:t-- __ , __ , I: 
~-~--,.- ·""~-•'.t!I 
Peter DeJ ager 
DeJager said that he had hopes 
for next year's team performing 
over .500. "We have some good 
freshmen and experienced sopho-
mores,'' said DeJager. ''We could 
have done it this year, but a 
tough loss to UMass blew it. 
, But we tried hard.'' 
McNally loses 
NCAA 01atch 
UNH junior Bob McNally lost 
on the first round of the NCAA 
wrestling championships last 
night at College Park, MD. 
Kelly Wilson of the University 
of Wyoming defeated McNally, 
the only member of the UNH 
wrestling team to qualify for the 
nationals, by a 12-1 score in the 
190 lb. class. 
McNaffy is the New England 
champion in his class, as he 
pinned defending champion Mark 
Nichols of Boston University in 
finals of the New Englands two 
weekends ago. 
The Wildcats finished fifth in 
the New Englands. Rhode Island 
won going away. 
''Bob was out of wrestling for 
almost two years," said UNH 
coach Irv Hess. "He wracked up 
both knees and had two 





By Nancy Maculiewicz 
UNH women's basketball coach 
Cecelia DeMarco is looking for-
ward to next year. But it's cer-
tainly not because she is disap-
pointed with the season 04-5) 
just completed. 
"We played good basketball all 
season," said DeMarco, "and 
with these people and their 
·attitudes, I'm optimistic about 
next year.'' 
The Wildcats beat the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island two weeks 
ago in the Regional Tournament 
at Southern Connecticut Univer-
sity, but SConn. eliminated UNH 
from further play by a 76-54 
score. 
DeMarco said the 61-48 victory 
over URI was "a good game to 
start with." The Cats led at the 
half, 39-14 but "got kind of sloppy" 
in the second half, according to 
DeMarco. Karen Bolton and 
Donna Couture led the scoring 
with 12 points apiece. Bolton also 
had 12 rebounds. 
The following night, UNH and 
Southern Connecticut played 32 
minutes of tight ball before SConn 
took over and ended the Cats sea-
son. "We were down by four with 
eight minutes left in the game," 
said DeMarco, "and I guess we 
just ran out of gas." 
Although she was disappointed 
with those last eight minutes, 
Del\llarco was pleased that the 
team played well and stayed close 
to the natipnally-ranked Southern 
Connecticut team. At halftime, 
SConn. led, 33-30, but during the 
last eight minutes, "we just 
couldn't climb back into it." 
PAGE TWENTY-THREE 
1i~i~i~~~~~i~~l Mike Minigan i~~~~~t~;~~;;~~~tttt~;~~fI~f~~~~f I ~~~l~;l;Jf;l 
Providence deserves 
to go to nationals 
The ECAC made a big mistake this week when it decided to 
hold a playoff game between Boston University and Provi-
. derke College. The winner of Sunday night's game will adY~- rtce 
along with Boston College,. to the NCAA tournament in 
Providence next weekend. But really, there isn't any doubt 
about who should be there in the first place. 
Providence College had the toughest draw in the play-off 
series. The Friars traveled to Ithaca, New York in the first 
round to face Cornell, and hockey fans everywhere know the 
toughest place to win a game is at Lynah Rink. That didn't 
-phase the Friars, though, and they took it to the Big Red, and 
won by a convincing 8-5 score. 
After disposing of Cornell, the Friars had to take on the 
Terriers, in Boston Garden, which is just about as close to BU's 
home ice as you can get. BU was the number one seed, had suf-
fered just one loss all year, and was the prohibitive favorite to 
win the entire tournament, if not the national championship. 
Again, Providence did what it had to do. The Friars beat the 
Terriers, 5-1, completing a sweep of the first and second ranked 
teams in the east. 
Although the Friars lost to Boston College in the finals, they 
should have been awarded the berth in the nationals. BC was 
the hottest team in the east for the last two weeks of the season, 
as the entire team was healtl✓for the first time in a long while. 
BC certainly deserves to be in the NCAA's. 
But the Friars do too. They beat the teams they had to beat, 
and with home ice for the national championship tournament, 
the Friars would have the additional incentive to play well. 
A good casecdil be made tor the inclusion of BU in the tour-
nament. Of course they were the best team in Division 1 during 
the regular season. Naturally, a league likes to have its best 
team in any post-season tournament. 
But at the end of the regular schedule, BU was not as strong 
as when the season began. The Terriers lost their only regular 
season game to Yale, a non-playoff team. In the first round of 
the playoffs, BU just squeaked by UNH. Though nothing 
should be taken away from the Wildcats' performance in that 
. game, BU still was the favorite as the number one team while 
; UNH was seeded eighth. 
In the next round, the Terriers were beaten fair and square. 
But here they are again, with another chance to make the tour-
ney. 
BU has nothing to lose by the playoff game this Sunday. If 
the Terriers lose; well, they lost on the first round of the regular 
'playoffs anyway. If they win, well, they' re a good team and 
they 0 ot a break. 
But Providence has everything to lose. They did what they 
had to do, but now they have to do it all over again. 
The ECAC backed down from a decision that should have 
been easy. BC and Providence belong in the nationals. It's too 
bad there's now only a chance that it might happen that way. 
!cat statsl 























OVERALL RECORD: 18-12 
UNH 11 Air Force 7 
UNH 7 Air Force 6 
UNH 3 Northeastern 4 
UNH 5RPl6 
UNH 5 Boston University 6 
UNH 8 Providence 3 
UNH 4 Cornell 10 
UNH 6 Harvard 7 
UNH 10 Concordia 4 
. UNH 6 Dartmouth 7 OT 
UNH 7 Pennsylvania 5 
UNH 7 Boston College 2 
UNH 8 St. Lawrence 4 
UNh 4 Boston-University 6 
UNH 8 Northeastern 6 






















31 39 70 
31 33 64 
22 36 58 
23 34 57 
10 35 45 
12 21 33 
17 14 31 
8 22 3(1 
9 19 28 
7 17 24 
7 14 21 
4 8 12 
3 7 10 
2 8 10 
2 6 8 
4 3 7 
4 3 7 
0 7 7 
1 5 6 
197 331 528 
150 221 371 
DIVISION I RECORD: 14-12 
UNH 8 Colgate 1 
UNH 7 Vermont 5 
UNH 6 Dartmouth 3 
UNH 10 Bowdoin 3 
UNH 9 St. Lawrence 6 
UNH 6Yale3 
UNH 6 Clarkson 4 
UNH 6 Providence 8 
UNH 7 Clarkson 10 
UNH 12 Colgate 4 
UNH 4 Vermont2 
UNH 5RPI6OT 
UNH 5Brown2 






















UNH 5 Boston University 6 OT \ECACl 
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IceIDen lose, 6-5 
UNH season ends 
abruptly at BU 
By Lee Hunsaker two from Air Force and prepped 
One of the inevitable realities themselves for the ECAC opener 
in the world of sport is that some- against Northeastern. 
one will be glorified as the winner Yet, even before the encounter 
and someone must dwell with the with the Huskies, UNH would lose 
unheralded title of "loser." It is • two promising defensemen in 
a unique situation that idealists freshmen John Fiorentino (knee) 
and realists have debated over and · Bruce Rintoul (ruptured 
for centuries. spleen), and Holt began to stitch 
This year's UNH hockey season together his patchwork defense 
could be divided into two parts. for the year. 
The first semester, it seemed as Northeastern was the first of · 
if UNH couldn't win as the three teams (the other two being 
Wildcats piled up a sffck of one- RPI and Boston University) to 
goal losses. The second semester, thread through the UNH defense 
however, UNH couldn't lose, en·route to early-season· victories. 
coming back to qualify for the Following a . desperation 8-3 
playoffs until the upstart Cats ran slaughter of Providence College, 
into BU in the quarter-finals and UNH dropped two more games, 
came up on the short end of a one to Cornell in a 10-4 blitzkreig, 
·7-6 overtime score. and the other to Harvard in 
It was a roller coaster season, another of those agonizing one-
starting low in the first semester goal losses, 7-6. 
and peaking in the second only Though they were able to vent 
to end abruptly in Boston. their frustrations on Concordia 
Semester I: UNH coach University of Canada, 10-4, the 
Charlie Holt opened training Wildcats were still unable to grab 
camp the same way he always a crucial win in Division I as they 
has, with try-outs which lasted dropped a 7-6 overtime gai:pe to 
for four days. The season was Dartmouth in the finals of the 
already being labeled as a re- last Blue-Green Tournament. As 
building year, as the Wildcats semester I departed, ·so did many 
faced the problem of filling ten of UNH's fans. 
vacancies left by graduating and Semester II: The Wildcats 
pro~bound Wildcats. Boston-based took a 180 degree turn from three 
newspapers had already excluded weeks earlier, and while students 
UNH from any chance of making were still moving back into their 
post-seasonal play. college abodes, UNH was 
The pre-season games gave crawling out of the cellar with a 
reason for optimism as the Cats 4-7-0 record, having won three of 
battled their way through five its last four games. The lone loss 
Division II teams, surprisingly came at the hands of menace BU, 
losing one to Merrimack College. '.'_ which was blazing its way to the 
Though the loss might have shown number one spot in the east. 
the sag in consistency and power In less than a month, UNH 
which former UNH squads had would tally seven straight victor-
boasted, it was n9t any cause for 
alarm and the Wildcats sw~pt WILDCATS, page 21 
UNH's Peter Middleton makes a sharp cut on his way to placing eighth in the slalom competi-
tiop at the NCAA's at Cannon Mountam in Franconia, N.H. The Wildcats finished eighth in the 
national overall out of 27 teams ( Ge(_m{e Newton photo) 
Dejected UNH hockey f!layers stare forlornly at the ground, some with head in hands, after a 
season-ending 6-5 overtime loss to BU. (Charles Borst photo courtesy of Foster's Daily Demo-
crat.) 
When it's ECAC play-off time, 
anything can--and does--happen 
By Lee Hunsaker 
Last weekend presented a 
strange line of events at the 
Boston Garden. 
It started Friday night during 
the ECAC semi-finals. The press 
box was half empty when Boston 
University faced off against the 
_surprising Providence College 
Friars, who had ·beaten second 
seeded Cornell in . the quarter-
finals to advance to the Garden. 
"This should be an enjoyable 
game," quipped a reporter as he 
reclined in his chair. ''Providence 
hasn 't a· chance." He threw his 
pen and reporter 's paa on me 
table in front of him, clasped his 
haricts over his head ana sighed as 
he watched the two teams battle 
below. 
Normally a scene such as this 
would go unnoticed, for it had been 
an incredible season for the 
powerful Terriers, who racked up dethroned the Terriers with a 5-1 
a 25-l _  regul~r season record. But 
this was the play-offs, and 
anything and . everything can go 
wrong.· 
Strangely Cornell, Clarkson 
and RPI all fell in the quarter-
finals, leaving, BU as the only 
remaining team of the top four to 
stay alive. With their great 
record, it didn't seem the 
Terriers would travel the path of 
the other three top-seeded 
squads. But by the end of the 
second period, that same repor-
ter who had talked so casually 
earlier, was flaring away with 
pen and pad, conversing with 
other reporters about a possible 
upset. 
swamping. 
The usually talkative BU coach 
Jack Parker would only say, · 
"Ther (Providence) _ nl~vpn 
well.' 
The usually solid defensive BU 
squad, led by co-captains Jack 
O'Callahan and Dick Lamby, fell 
apart, . so much so that 
O'Callahan once tripped and fell 
on a two-on-one Friar break, 
allowing Paul Stasiuk and Randy 
Wilson to skate in alone on goalie 
Brian Durocher for the score. 
What was stranger yet was the 
insistenc·e by Friar coach Lou 
Lamiorello that the win wasn't an 
upset. "We knew we had to play 
really hard to win,'' he said, ''but 
we knew we would beat them 
(BU). Hey, we went into Cornell 
·By 11:30 Friday night, he was 
in the BU locker room, trying to 
piece together what had hap-
pened as Provide_nc~ had just ECAC, page 22 
Middleton and Bean 
give Cats eighth place 
By Paul Keegan 
Any eastern inter-collegiate ski 
team that finishes in the top four in 
each of the four major carmvaJs, 
runs up a 28-15 record against 
eastern teams, and places eighth 
in the nation -would have good 
reason to look back on that 
season.as a success. 
And so it was with this year's 
UNHmen'sski team. 
But the ending to one of the 
team's best seasons in years did 
not turn out quite as expected. 
With the personnel he had this 
year, UNH coach Paul Berton , 
was expecting at least a sixth 
place finish in the NCAA's held at 
Cannon Mountain in Fr.anconia 
just before spring vacation. 
"We finished in the same spot 
we had last year," said Berton. 
"But we're overall a much 
stronger ~e~m _this year.'' 
The eighth place finish out of 27 
teams was largely because of the 
efforts of two men. 
Freshman Peter Middleton 
r 
turned in a "super performance," 
according to Bertori, ·placing 
eighth out of 60 competitors in the 
slalom and junior co-captain 
Howie Bean was ninth out of 55 in 
the cross country event. 
Berton was hoping for more 
from senior co-captain Grover 
Daniels, who combined with 
Bean for 24 points to give the 
Wildcats their eighth place finish 
of a year ago in Winter Park, 
Colorado. 
"Grover had a rough 
weekend," said Berton. "He fell 
twice, on the slalom and giant 
slalom and the crashes hurt. That 
set us back." 
Colorado won the nationals, fol-
lowed by Wyoming, Vermont, 
Dartmouth, utah, Montana, Nor-
thern Michigan and UNH. 
Berton is already looking for-
ward to next year, when Bean 
and Middleton will be back, along 
with "a couple of good freshman 
jumpers," who will be coming to 
UNH. 
Cox na1ned to ECAC 
·Div. I All-Star teaID 
Ralph Cox, star forward of the UNH Wildcat hockey team, 
was recently named to the ECAC Divisjon I All-Star team. 
Cox led the team in points with 31 goals and 39 assists and 
was the ECAC's second-leading scorer. 
"It feels pretty good," said the junior. "I was a little . 
bit surprised.'' 
He said he was disappointed with the fact that senior captain 
Jon rontas was not picked for the sec~nd team: 
other All-8tars include ~CAC player of the year Lance 
'Nethery and Pete Shier, both from Cornell. BU's Jack O'Callahan, 
BC's Joe Mullen, and . goalie Mike Laycock from Brown also 
were selected. Mark Fidler of BU was named rookie-of-the- · 
·year. 
